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ABSTRACT
Software-defined radio provides users with a low-cost and flexible platform for im-
plementing and studying advanced communications and remote sensing applications.
Two such applications include unmanned aerial system-to-ground communications
channel and joint sensing and communication systems. In this work, these applica-
tions are studied.
In the first part, unmanned aerial system-to-ground communications channel mod-
els are derived from empirical data collected from software-defined radio transceivers
in residential and mountainous desert environments using a small (<20 kg) unmanned
aerial system during low-altitude flight (<130 m). The Kullback-Leibler divergence
measure was employed to characterize model mismatch from the empirical data. Us-
ing this measure the derived models accurately describe the underlying data.
In the second part, an experimental joint sensing and communications system is
implemented using a network of software-defined radio transceivers. A novel co-design
receiver architecture is presented and demonstrated within a three-node joint multiple
access system topology consisting of an independent radar and communications trans-
mitter along with a joint radar and communications receiver. The receiver tracks an
emulated target moving along a predefined path and simultaneously decodes a com-
munications message. Experimental system performance bounds are characterized
jointly using the communications channel capacity and novel estimation information
rate.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Software-defined radio (SDR) is a widely used radio technology because of its af-
fordability, flexibility and portability. Unlike traditional radios, whose components
are implemented in hardware, SDRs are typically implemented through the use of
software or re-definable logic. Typically, this is accomplished using small, low-power,
and low-cost digital components, such as a general purpose digital signal processor
or field-programmable gate array. As a result, SDR is an ideal candidate for multi-
carrier, single-carrier, single-band, multi-band, or multi-mode transceiver systems.
The SDR has the ability to change modes arbitrarily and navigate a wide range of
frequencies with programmable channel bandwidth, data rate, conversion gain, and
modulation characteristics. The SDR has helped pave the way for users to implement
advanced communications and sensing systems across a multitude of application ar-
eas.
One of these application areas is unmanned aerial system (UAS) communications
and is currently a thriving area of research. The study of UAS communications can be
grouped broadly into three application areas: UAS-aided ubiquitous coverage, UAS-
aided relaying, and UAS-aided information dissemination and data collection [1]. In
the UAS-aided ubiquitous coverage scenario, UASs are deployed to assist with pre-
existing or non-existent communications infrastructure. In the UAS-aided relaying
scenario, UASs are deployed to provide a line-of-sight (LoS) communications link
between users. Finally, in the UAS-aided information and dissemination scenario,
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UASs are deployed to collect or disseminate information to a collection of ground
sensors. In each of these application areas, the characterization and modeling of
the UAS air-to-ground multipath propagation for different environments is vital for
optimal system performance.
Another state-of-the-art application area that utilizes SDR technology is joint
radar and communications or more broadly, joint sensing and communications. Joint
sensing and communications systems attempt to address the growing problem of
spectral congestion, where multiple users compete for finite radio frequency (RF)
spectral resources. A joint sensing and communications system incorporates a co-
design architecture in which radar and communications functions are designed to
cooperate. Such an architecture is feasible and can be implemented using the SDR
platform. This paradigm shift towards designing systems to operate jointly within a
given bandwidth allocation with mutual benefit is referred to as radio frequency (RF)
convergence for sensing and communications [2, 3]. The RF convergence concept
represents a solution that promises mutually increased performance for both remote
sensing and communications systems.
1.2 Literature Survey
1.2.1 Software Defined Radio
During the 1970s, implementations of digital radios emerged whose baseband pro-
cessing was implemented in software. For example, very low frequency (VLF) radios
were constructed using the Intel 8085 microprocessor to perform baseband processing
[4]. The term “software radio” was introduced in a 1985 E-Systems (now Raytheon)
company newsletter to describe a prototype digital baseband receiver developed in
their Space Systems Department [5]. The first major developments for the software
2
radio was The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) SPEAKeasy
system [6].
In 1992, Joseph Mitola published the first article discussing the software radio
architecture and the required hardware performance needed to implement such a
system [7]. The first industry associated forum dedicated solely to software radio
was established in 1996 as “The Modular Multifunction Information Transfer System
(MMITS) Forum.” It was at this forum that the term “Software Defined Radio” was
adopted as the industry standard. In 2004, Vanu Inc. received the first commercial
approval from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). This paved way for
a wide variety of low-cost SDRs to become commercially available including Ettus
Research Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP), Great Scott Gadgets HackRF
One, and Lime Microsystem’s LimeSDR.
1.2.2 UAS-to-Ground Channel Modeling
Reference [8] possibly represents the earliest example of modeling the air-to-ground
channel using empirical data. In their work, Dyer et al. gathered measurements in the
Very High Frequency (VHF) band with a signal bandwidth of approximately 5 MHz.
Using these measurements the authors generate a channel model for both fading and
time dispersion for use in air traffic control applications. Early experiments utilizing
commercially available small UAS, utilized IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network
(Wi-Fi) technology to study received signal strength and User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) throughput in air-to-ground links [9–11].
More recent stochastic modeling of the low-altitude UAS channel from ultra-
wideband (UWB) empirical measurements using a Tarot 650 quadcopter was con-
ducted in Reference [12]. Additional stochastic characterizations and modeling of the
UAS channel were reported in References [13] and [14] for a semi-urban environment
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using measurements from a hexacopter. Further stochastic characterizations of the
UAS channel in residential and mountainous desert environments were reported in
Reference [15]. Finally, micro-Doppler measurements of the UAS utilized in Reference
[15] were studied in Reference [16].
1.2.3 Joint Sensing and Communications Systems
Historically, traditional communications and sensing systems are designed in isola-
tion, treating each other as interference in the design process. Within this framework,
modern approaches to addressing spectral congestion have looked at waveform design
to provide a potential solution. Researchers have considered a variety of waveform
options including orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [17–20]. Sim-
ilar to OFDM, spread spectrum waveforms have been proposed for their attractive,
noise-like autocorrelation properties [21–23].
MIMO radar techniques have been suggested, given that the independent trans-
mitted waveforms allow more degrees of freedom for joint radar-communications co-
design [24–26]. Multiple orthogonal linear frequency modulated chirps have also been
proposed to accomplish both radar detection and communications transmissions in a
MIMO system [27]. Researchers have also looked at optimization theory based radar
waveform design methods in spectrally dense environments that attempt to maximize
some radar performance metrics (detection probability, ambiguity function features
etc.) while keeping interference to other in-band systems at a minimum [28–30].
Researchers have searched several other research areas for potential solutions to
the spectral congestion problem. Some researchers looked at spatial mitigation as a
means to improve spectral interoperability [31–33]. Joint coding techniques, such as
robust codes for communications that have desirable radar ambiguity properties, as
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well as codes that trade data rate and channel estimation error have been investigated
as co-design solutions [34–36].
Many modern applications have transitioned from the above classical design ap-
proaches to co-designed, joint sensing and communications systems. In the co-
design process, both radar and communications functions are developed and opti-
mized jointly to benefit from the presence of each other. The new paradigm shift
towards co-designing systems to achieve sensing and communications convergence
(RF convergence for short) has broad applicability across a multitude of application
areas. To name a few, Li-Fi, Lidar, commercial flight control, communications and
military radar [3] can all benefit from a co-designed architecture.
During the co-design process it is important to have established metrics and
bounds to understand system performance. The information rate capacity derived
by Shannon in [37] is a well established metric for characterizing communications
systems performance. Recently, a novel metric, the estimation information rate, was
introduced by Bliss in Reference [38] to characterize radar target delay tracking per-
formance. The estimation rate was then extended to include Doppler estimation
within the Kalman filter framework in Reference [39]. These metrics are utilized
to characterize joint sensing and communications system performance in a similar
fashion as the traditional multiple access performance bounds.
In subsequent publications, Chiriyath et. al. derived bounds in terms of the
aforementioned metrics for the multiple access topology [2]. Additional publications
investigated the effect of continuous waveform optimization on these bounds [40],
as well as the impact of clutter and phase noise [41]. Further bounds for multiple
antenna systems were derived in Reference [42]. Until recently, these bounds have
only been investigated in simulation. However, a new SDR network [43] provides
an easy to use developmental environment to implement the necessary algorithms to
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explore these bounds experimentally. A demonstration of the feasibility of a co-design
architecture using this network was implemented in Reference [44]. Subsequently, an
initial investigation of these bounds was conducted in Reference [45] using the same
network.
1.3 Contributions
This work and corresponding publications will focus on studying two specific
areas: the unmanned aerial system (UAS)-to-ground communications channel and
joint sensing-communications performance bounds. In particular, the focus will be
on studying these areas through the use of SDR. In terms of the UAS-to-ground
communications channel, the following contributions will be made:
1. Discuss channel sounding experiments conducted in residential and mountain-
ous desert terrains utilizing commercially available SDR and small UAS (less
than 20 kg) in low altitude settings (less than 130 meters);
2. Study the time and frequency dispersion characteristics from the recorded mea-
surements;
3. Construct channel models from these measurements.
4. Finally, discuss the performance of the channel models in terms of how accu-
rately they describe the underlying measurement data.
Most work in modeling the UAS-to-ground channel focuses on regimes utilizing larger
aircraft flying at much higher speeds. Current work using small low-altitude UAS to
generate channel models from empirical data is scarce. The purpose of this work is to
contribute to this area and provide useful channel models to aide system designers.
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In terms of joint sensing and communications systems, this work will focus on
developing a novel co-design architecture and experimentally generate performance
bounds. The following contributions will be made:
1. Demonstrate an experimental joint sensing and communication multiple access
system on a state-of-the-art SDR network, focusing on a co-designed receiver
architecture;
2. Discuss the signal processing algorithms used within the receiver architecture;
3. Experimentally generate various bounds on the system performance including
the multiple access channel bound, isolated sub-band bound, communications
water-filling bound, and the successive interference cancellation bound.
As mentioned earlier, most work in this area has been through simulation and thus,
this work is meant to be a point of origin for designing and implementing these
systems in practice.
1.4 Notational and Mathematical Preliminaries
This section contains a number of useful definitions and relationships used through-
out this text. In the remainder of the text, it is assumed that the reader has familiarity
with these topics. Most of the notation used in this work is adapted from [46].
Table of Symbols
a ∈ S a is an element of the set S
A† Hermitian conjugate of matrix A
AT Non-Hermitian transpose of matrix A
j =
√−1 Imaginary number
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b · c Floor operation
d · e Ceil operation
∗ Convolution operator
‖ · ‖ L2 Norm (vector) or absolute value (scalar)
 Hadamard product for matrices and vectors
Scalars, Vectors, and Matrices
A scalar is denoted by a non-bold letter such as a or A. Scalars are integers (Z), real
(R), or complex numbers (C):
a ∈ Z,
a ∈ R, or
a ∈ C, (1.1)
respectively.
Vectors are denoted by a lowercase bold letter. For example, a column vector of
N complex scalars is indicated by
a ∈ CN×1. (1.2)
Similarly, a row vector of N complex scalars is denoted by a lowercase bold letter
with an underscore
a ∈ C1×N . (1.3)
The nth element of column vector a is denoted by
{a}n for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (1.4)
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The convolution of two vectors a ∈ CN×1 and h ∈ CM×1 is
s = a ∗ h (1.5)
=
M∑
m=−M
{a}n−m {h}m , (1.6)
where s ∈ CN+M−1. The absolute value of a scalar or L2 norm of vector is denoted
by ‖ · ‖. The L2 norm of column vector a is [46]
‖a‖ =
√
a† a (1.7)
=
√√√√N−1∑
n=0
‖ {a}n ‖2. (1.8)
Matrices are denoted by bold uppercase letters. For example, a matrix consisting
of M ×N real elements is indicated by [46]
A ∈ RM×N . (1.9)
The element of mth row and nth column of matrix A is indicated by
{A}m,n (1.10)
The determinant of a square matrix |A| is given by [46]
|A| =
N−1∑
n=0
{A}m,n (−1)m+n |Mm,n|, (1.11)
where submatrix Mm,n is defined to be the minor of A, which is constructed by
removing the mth and nth column of A. It is not to be confused with the mth or nth
element of A.
The Hadamard product is the elementwise multiplication of each value between
two vectors or two matrices. For matrices A ∈ RM×N and B ∈ RM×N
AB = {A}m,n {B}m,n , (1.12)
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and similarly for vectors a ∈ R1×N and b ∈ R1×N
a b = {a}n {b}n (1.13)
For complex valued matrices or vectors the same concept applies, except the real and
imaginary components are multiplied with their respective values.
1.5 Overview
The remainder of this work is outlined as follows. In Chapter 2 a discussion
the wireless channel phenomenology experiments used to model the UAS-to-ground
channel are discussed. Additionally, the techniques used to derive the models from
the empirical data are presented. Finally, a discussion of the final models and a
characterization of their performance is presented.
In Chapter 3, the design concepts that comprise a joint sensing and communi-
cation system are discussed. Additionally, various two-node system topologies that
can benefit from a joint sensing and communications design approach are outlined.
Furthermore, the communications channel capacity and estimation rate performance
metrics are presented. Finally, the corresponding performance bounds that arise from
these metrics are discussed.
In Chapter 4, the joint multiple access receiver architecture is presented. A dis-
cussion of the radar and communications signal processing algorithms that compose
the architecture is presented. Finally, variations of this architecture that arise due to
different system topologies is discussed.
In Chapter 5, a discussion of the experimental implementation including wave-
forms, the WISCA SDR Network, and parameters is presented. Finally, performance
bounds are generated experimentally using the system and discussed. In Chapter 6,
a summary of this work as well as a discussion of future work is presented.
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Chapter 2
THE UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM-TO-GROUND
WIRELESS CHANNEL
In this chapter, a discussion of the methods used to study the phenomenology
of the UAS-to-ground channel is presented. Generally UAS-to-ground channel phe-
nomenology experiments consist of a large human piloted airplane communicating
with a distant ground station. The experiments reported here focus primarily on char-
acterizing the channel phenomenology using commercially available radio frequency
(RF) components and small UAS (less than 20 kg) flying at altitudes of less than 130
meters. Furthermore, the experiments were conducted in mountainous desert and
residential terrains. Finally, a discussion of the techniques used to construct channel
models from the collected data is presented.
2.1 Wireless Channel Phenomenology Experiments
2.1.1 Terrain Descriptions
The experiments were conducted in two different terrains in the Phoenix, AZ
metropolitan area. The first location was a neighborhood located in Chandler, AZ.
The terrain is flat with homes situated between and around the receiver ground
station and the flight path of the UAS. The receiver ground station was set up in a
driveway of a home in the line of sight of the flight path of the UAS, as shown in
Figure 2.1 (c). The UAS was flown in a park directly in front of the receiver ground
station. The distance from the receiver to the farthest point of the UAS flight path
was approximately 165 meters.
11
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1: (a) DJI Spreading Wings 1000+ octocoper was used as the UAS trans-
mitter beacon and the base stations consisted of a USRP B-210 mounted on top of
a 2 meter tall ladder. (c)-(d) Images of the different experiment flight paths (minus
elevation profiles), terrain, and location of base stations are shown. The flight paths
were captured by GPS measurements from an Apple iPhone 5S that was part of the
UAS payload.
The second location was near South Mountain Park located in Phoenix, AZ.
The terrain was flat with minimal ground level scatterers. The location is in close
proximity to parts of the South Mountain range, which acted as the primary scatterer.
Similar to the residential experiment, the base station was set up in the line of sight
the UAS at a distance of approximately 400 meters from the mountain. The location
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of the base station as well as UAS is shown in Figure 2.1 (d). For each scenario,
approximately 75 seconds worth of data was collected for analysis.
2.1.2 Measurement Instrumentation
For the experiments, a DJI Spreading Wings 1000+ octocopter was used as the
UAS transmitter beacon. The UAS payload consisted of an Intel NUC (model
D34010WYK), Ettus Research Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) B-210
SDR transceiver, an iPhone 5S, and two lithium polymer batteries. The transceiver
was mounted to the bottom of the UAS, such that the vertical antenna was facing
the ground. The iPhone 5S was used to record the GPS position of the UAS.
The receiver ground station consisted of a USRP B-210 SDR transceiver and a
2014 MacBook Pro. In both experiments, the transceivers were perched atop of a 3
meter tall ladder. The MacBook Pro and Intel NUC controlled the radios, as well
as stored transmit and receive data. Each transceiver was equipped with an oven-
controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO) as the primary clock reference, and a vertically
polarized (2.4 - 2.8 GHz and 4.9 - 5.9 GHz) dual-band omni-directional 3 dBi antenna.
The transmitter and receiver were both tuned to 5.8 GHz with a complex sample
rate of fs = 30 MHz. Images of both the UAS transmitter beacon and receiver ground
stations are shown in Figure 2.1 (a) and (b). Further, a summary of the USRP B-210
RF specifications is presented in Table 2.1 (a).
2.1.3 Channel Sounding Waveform
A quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulated pseudorandom (PN) binary
sequence was employed for the channel sounding waveform. The channel sounding
waveform was generated in three stages. First, 221− 1 PN binary bits were generated
using a linear feedback shift register over Galois field [47]. Next, the binary sequence
13
Table 2.1: (a) USRP B-210 RF Specifications and (b) Experimental Parameters
RF Coverage 70 MHz-6 GHz
SSB/LO Suppression -35/50 dBc
Power Output >10 dBm
IIP3 (@typ NF) -20 dBm
Receive Noise figure <8 dB
(a)
PN Sequence Length 1.6×106
Amplifier Gain 89 dB
Complex Sample Rate 30 MHz
Complex Symbol Rate 20 MHz
Carrier Frequency 5.8 GHz
(b)
was modulated using quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK). A re-sampler was used
to upsample the QPSK sequence to 1.5 samples per symbol resulting in a 20 MHz
complex symbol rate. Finally, a root raised cosine (RRC) pulse shaping filter was
applied to the modulated waveform. The final waveform had a fractional bandwidth
of Brms/fc ≈ 0.001, where Brms denotes the root-mean square bandwidth [48]. The
RMS duration [48] of the waveform was Trms ≈ 30.27 ms. The spectrum of the channel
sounding waveform is also shown in Figure 2.2. The waveform parameters are shown
in Table 2.1 (b).
2.1.4 UAS Flight Path
The UAS was flown at approximately 120 m above ground level to stay in accor-
dance with Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) restrictions — this is also the maximum
allowed altitude within the flight control software. Other than takeoff and during
certain maneuvers, the UAS remained at this height for the entire duration of the
experiments. The UAS was flown in a back-and-forth pattern with occasional circular
paths for both experiments. The distance from the receiver to the farthest point of
the octocopter flight path was approximately 175 meters and 180 meters in the resi-
dential and desert experiments, respectively. Images of the environments along with
14
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Figure 2.2: The spectrum of the channel sounding waveform used throughout both
experiments. To generate the channel sounding waveform a PN sequence was gener-
ated using a GLFSR source and then encoded using QPSK modulation. The mod-
ulated waveform was then resampled to 1.5 samples per symbol and a RRC pulse
shaping filter was applied to generate the final waveform.
the flight paths overlaid from the recorded iPhone 5S GPS data are shown in Fig-
ure 2.1 (c) and (d). We note here that the recorded GPS data during the experiments
was relatively sparse due to drop outs in the GPS signals.
2.1.5 UAS Micro-Doppler Measurements
Before flying the octocopter, a single-input single-output (SISO) tone test was
performed to build a micro-Doppler profile. The experiment was conducted in a lab-
oratory environment using an Ettus USRP B210 and GNURadio Software. Transmit
and receive patch antennas were placed approximately 15o apart and directed towards
the UAS. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.3.
A series of 100 kHz tones are transmitted and received at a 5.8 GHz carrier
frequency. Two measurement sets were collected: transmission and reception while
the motors were off, then transmission and reception with the motors on with the
blades spinning. The spectral densities for each data set were estimated, compared,
15
Figure 2.3: Electromagnetic micro-Doppler measurement experimental setup. A
100 kHz tone is transmitted at 5.8GHz with a sampling rate of 1MHz. Two 5.8GHz
11dBi flat patch antennas are used. Antenna height: 1.3m. Distance to drone: 1m.
Angular separation: 15 degrees.
and whitened to produce an estimate of the micro-Doppler profile. A comparison of
the transmit and receive spectral densities along with the whitened electromagnetic
micro-Doppler estimate is shown in Figure 2.4.
The micro-Doppler profile shown in Figure 2.4 (a) consists of a set of tones centered
around the transmission tone. These tones occur periodically with a period of about
50 Hz. Micro-Doppler spread around the transmission tone caused by the spinning
blades is also visible. A “noise” subspace is constructed from the data with the blades
off. The data with the blades on is then projected onto the subspace orthogonal to this
noise subspace. The resulting whitened power spectral density is shown in Figure 2.4
(b). The periodic tones become more clearly identifiable. These tones are the result of
rotor blade modulation on the impinging waveform while the peaks are the resulting
harmonics of this effect. The micro-Doppler effect is also observed later in the Doppler
power spectrum computed from the UAS air-to-ground channel measurements.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of received power spectral densities when the blades are on
and off. The received signal clearly exhibits micro-Doppler spread around the tone
as a result of the spinning blades. Generated using 30s of data.
2.2 UAS-to-Ground Wireless Channel Characterization
A complete characterization of the wireless channel is described by three compo-
nents: path loss, shadowing, and multipath [49]. The first two components describe
large-scale fading, while the third component describes small-scale fading. Due to the
line-of-sight nature of the experiments, large-scale fading is modeled using a simplified
free-space path loss model with normal distributed shadow fading [49].
For small-scale fading a narrowband time and frequency dispersive Wide-Sense
Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering (WSSUS) [50] channel model is considered. This
model is appropriate to characterize the channel due to the small fractional band-
width of the waveform, the relatively slow velocity of the UAS, and the fixed base
station. The WSSUS assumption is verified by computing stationarity regions based
on empirical correlations of successive power delay profiles [51] in Section 2.3.
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2.2.1 Large-Scale Fading
A simplified path loss model for the attenuation observed by the receiver is
Pr = β d
−2 (2.1)
where β denotes the unit less constant that represents losses due to environment and
d is distance between the transmitter and receiver. We express Equation (2.1) in dB
and include the normal distributed shadowing variable to obtain the final model
Pr dB = β dB− 20 log10(d) + ψ dB, (2.2)
where ψ ∼ N (0, 1). Other minor factors that influence path loss including the orien-
tation of the antenna on the UAS, and the type of the UAS, are considered negligible.
For the model, the parameter β is estimated from the UAS GPS longitude and
latitude readings during flight, as well as the estimated per sample receive power.
The received power is estimated
Pr ≈ z Ps z† (2.3)
Ps = S
† (S S†)−1 S (2.4)
S =
[
s(δ0) s(δ1) . . . s(δL-1)
]T
, (2.5)
where T denotes the non-Hermitian transpose, Ps denotes the orthogonal projection
of matrix S, and z ∈ C1×N denotes N samples of the received waveform. The rows of
matrix S ∈ CL×N consist of the transmitted waveform at delays {δ0, δ1, . . . , δL−1},
where L denotes the number of delays.
The model parameter β was estimated using polynomial regression and calculated
as β = 31 dB for the desert environment and β = 39 dB for the residential environ-
ment. Plots of the measured receive power and the model versus link distance for
both environments are shown in Figure 2.5. We note here that the GPS data used
18
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Figure 2.5: Plots of the estimated SNR over time and path loss fits compared to the
empirical data for the (a) – (b) residential and (c) – (d) desert environments. Deep
fades in SNR are visible at multiple time instances throughout the data in both
environments. Received power decreases as a linear function in dB.
to estimate the model parameters was limited due to GPS dropouts that occurred
during the time of the flights. The model does not provide a good representation of
the empirical data. We suspect this is due to amplitude calibration errors or strong
ground bounce, but further investigation is needed. For reference, the estimated SNR
versus time is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Receiver
UAS
Transmitter
Figure 2.6: Illustration of multipath environment for a UAS-to-ground communi-
cations scenario. Multipath fading is induced by objects in the vicinity of the UAS
transmitter and ground based receiver. Several of these objects include the ground,
mountains, homes, and brush to name a few.
2.2.2 Small-Scale Fading
For a narrowband environment, like the one considered in this work, the input/out-
put relationship of the channel is represented by [49]
y(t) =
∞∫
−∞
h(τ, t)x(t− τ) dτ, (2.6)
where h(τ, t denotes the impulse response of the channel at time t and delay τ . In
practice, reflectors and scatterers in the environment induce multipath fading, which
causes multiple versions of the transmitted waveform to arrive at the receiver. Each
version of the transmitted waveform is distorted in amplitude, phase and angle of
arrival. Furthermore, mobility of the transmitter or receiver (or both) introduces a
frequency or Doppler shift component to the signal.
Considering all of these effects, the WSSUS narrowband multipath environment
is modeled as a summation of P discrete resolvable paths [52, 53]
h(t, τ) =
P−1∑
p=0
zp(t)αp(t) exp{j νp(t)} δ(t− τp(t)) (2.7)
at complex baseband. The parameters αp(t), νp(t), and τp(t) are the time-varying
complex amplitude, Doppler frequency, and propagation delay of the p−th multipath
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component, respectively. The function zp(t) represents the multipath persistence
process [53]. The multipath persistence process models the on/off behavior of the
multipath components that often occurs in a highly mobile environment with a large
number of scatterers. This is often implemented using a Markov chain. Given the
line-of-sight (LoS) nature of the channel, the multipath components of the model will
always be on. Thus, the persistence process is not modeled.
The equivalent discrete-time baseband model is given by [54]
y[n] =
∑
`
h`[n]x[n− `], (2.8)
h`[n] =
P−1∑
p=0
αp[n] exp{−j 2 piνp n} sinc(`− τp[n] fs), (2.9)
where ` denotes the complex channel filter tap index at time instant n and fs de-
notes the complex sampling frequency. Under the WSSUS assumption, the model
parameters are assumed to be constant within a small estimation time window and
vary slowly beyond this time window. Thus, the time dependence of Equation (2.9)
is removed and the discrete time channel model is given by
h[`] =
P−1∑
p=0
αp exp{j νp} sinc(`− τp fs). (2.10)
In this work, the wireless channel is characterized by the parameter set θ =
{αp, νp, τp, P}. The channel model in Equation (2.10) is referred to as time-frequency
selective or doubly dispersive [48] since the channel induces fading over both time and
frequency.
2.2.3 Extracting Model Parameters from Data
A statistical model of the channel can be derived from empirical data by evaluat-
ing the cross ambiguity function (CAF) or scattering function [48, 55] over multiple
time instances. The CAF combines information about Doppler spread and the path
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delays and is computed by correlating known frequency shifted versions of the sam-
pled transmit signal, x ∈ C1×N , with the sampled noisy receive signal, y ∈ C1×N .
Mathematically, the discrete-time CAF matrix for a single time instance t is expressed
as
{At}m,k = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
{x}∗n+m
{
y
}
n
exp
{−j 2pi k n
N
}
, (2.11)
where At ∈ C2M×K for t = 0, 1 . . . , Ttot where Ttot denotes the total number of time
instances considered, N is the time support in samples, m = −M,−M + 1, . . . ,M −
1,M is the time delay index, and k/N is the digital frequency or fraction of the
sampling frequency. Plots of magnitude surface of the CAF for one time instance
in both environments are shown in Figure 2.7 (a) and (b). The peak value of the
magnitude provides an estimate of the delay and Doppler of the channel. A plot of
the Doppler frequency estimate over time for both environments is shown in Figure 2.7
(c) and (d).
The channel impulse response for a single time instance t is estimated from the
CAF by summing over the entire range of CAF frequencies
ht =
K∑
k=−K
{At}m,k (2.12)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the L2 norm. The estimated energy of each multipath component
is
pt = ‖ht‖2, (2.13)
and is known as the instantaneous power delay profile or multipath intensity profile.
The root mean square (RMS) delay spread provides a measure of the time delay
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Figure 2.7: (a)-(b) Pseudocolor images of the magnitude of the CAF provide us with
a visualization into the Doppler and delay spread of the propagation environment.
(c)-(d) Plots of the time evolution of the maximum Doppler frequency offset provide
us with a rough estimate of the radial velocity relative to the receiver.
extent of the channel and is defined by
στ =
(
1
Pc
M∑
m=0
{p˜t}m (mTs)2 − τ 2
)1/2
(2.14)
Pc =
M∑
m=0
{p˜t}m (2.15)
τ =
Ts
Pc
M∑
m=0
{p˜t}mm (2.16)
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Figure 2.8: The power delay profile provides the distribution of the signal power
received from the multipath channel as a function of propagation delay. Two charac-
teristics include the mean and maximum excess delay. Another widely used character-
istic is the root mean square delay spread, which is the value of multipath reflections,
weighted proportional to the energy in the reflected waves.
where p˜t denotes a threshold version of the power delay profile vector at time instance
t. This vector is formed by discarding elements that fall below 30 dB of the maximum
value. In Equation (2.16) the variables Ts, Pc, and τ denote the sampling period, total
channel power, and mean delay, respectively. An illustration of the power delay profile
and associated attributes is shown in Figure 2.8.
Similar to the power delay profile, the Doppler power spectrum provides the dis-
tribution of the signal power received from the multipath channel in the frequency
domain [48]. The Doppler power spectrum is derived by summing over the entire
range of CAF delay values
st =
M∑
m=−M
‖{At}m,k‖. (2.17)
It should be noted that estimating the Doppler spectrum via Equation (2.17) does not
completely isolate the Doppler spectrum from low frequency phase noise introduced
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by the local oscillator. However, most local oscillators have very low phase noise
profiles and thus, it assumed that Doppler is the dominant behavior.
2.3 UAS-to-Ground Wireless Channel Modeling
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the channel model considered in this work is doubly
dispersive. That is, the channel exhibits dispersion in both the time and frequency
domains. The channel is assumed to be WSSUS, thus the time and frequency dis-
persion processes are modeled independently. The WSSUS assumption is verified in
this section using local regions of stationarity, but this assumption has been shown to
hold in similar outdoor non-vehicle-to-vehicle channel environments [56]. To simulate
both processes filtered Gaussian noise techniques are employed [57]. These techniques
consider a type of model where the complex multipath amplitudes, αp, are generated
from a random process with a Rician or Rayleigh distribution, filtered by a Doppler
filter, and then scaled to a specified average power.
2.3.1 Path Selection
To select the paths of the model, P , delay values, τp, and average powers, ‖αp‖2,
power delay profiles were computed throughout the entire data using a sliding window
technique. A window size of N = 30000 samples, or approximately 1 millisecond, was
used. The window size was chosen such that it was small enough the Doppler effect
would not be observed. For both environments, an ensemble of 85932 power delay
profiles were extracted.
To reduce fluctuations due to time-selective fading, groups of thresholded power
delay profiles were averaged together to obtain smoothed versions of the power delay
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Figure 2.9: The cumulative and probability distribution functions for the RMS delay
spreads provide insight to the range of spreads that are induced by the environment.
Longer RMS delay spreads are observed in the desert environment ((b) and (d))
relative to the residential environment ((a) and (c))
profiles
pt =
1
∆t
t+∆t−1∑
t=0
p˜t, (2.18)
where ∆t = 100 denotes the the sliding average window size or the number of power
delay profiles to be averaged.
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To verify the WSSUS assumption, a temporal power delay profile correlation co-
efficient metric [51] was computed between consecutive average power delay profiles:
c[t] =
p†t pt+1
max
{‖pt‖2, ‖pt+1‖2} . (2.19)
In both environments, all the correlation coefficients were greater than 0.9 which
indicated that each power delay profile was similar to each other. Thus confirming
the WSSUS assumption throughout the entire data set. The RMS delay spread was
evaluated using the average power delay profiles to determine the appropriate number
of paths P .
The number of paths, P , for the model is chosen to be equal to the RMS delay
spread that accounts for 90% of the distribution shown in Figure 2.7 (c) and (d). Let
στ denote the RMS delay spread value that meets the aforementioned criteria, the
number of paths is computed as
P =
⌈
στ
Ts
⌉
, (2.20)
where d·e represents the ceil operator. The threshold values occur at approximately
0.21µs (6 multipath components) and 0.26µs (8 multipath components) for the resi-
dential and desert environment, respectively.
2.3.2 Average Path Gains
The complex amplitude process, αp, is influenced by three components: amplitude
distribution, power delay profile, and the Doppler power spectrum. In the following
section, the methods of modeling each component is presented. A summary of the
overall channel model parameters for each environment are presented in Table 2.2
and Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of Rician and Weibull probability distribution function
fitted to empirical data collected in the residential and desert environments. For
brevity, only the first and second delay amplitude distributions are shown. The dis-
tributions in (a) and (c) are the first and second delay amplitudes for the residential
environment. The Weibull distribution provides the best fit among both delay am-
plitudes, although the Rician distribution fit is also in good agreement with the first
delay amplitude data. The distributions in (b) and (d) are the first and second delay
amplitude data for the desert environment. Here, the Weibull distribution provides
the best fit among both delay amplitude data.
Amplitude Distributions
In the channel sounding experiments line of sight (LoS) was maintained between the
transmitter and the receiver. In this case the multipath amplitudes are often described
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by a complex exponential (the LoS component) and a narrowband Gaussian process
(the diffuse component), which follows the Rician distribution.
Maximum likelihood estimation was employed to fit a Rician distribution to the
empirical data. For reference, histograms of the first and second delay amplitudes of
the empirical data for both scenarios along with Rician distribution fit are shown in
Figure 2.10. The Rician distribution provides a decent approximation of the empirical
data in each case, but not the best.
The Weibull distribution [58] however, provides the best fit for the largest number
of delay amplitudes. The amplitude of the complex univariate Weibull distribution
is [59]
pH(h; a, b) = a b h
b−1 exp
{−a hb} (2.21a)
a =
[
Γ
(
2
b
+ 1
)] 1
2
(2.21b)
Γ (n) = (n− 1) ! (2.21c)
where h = ‖{ht}m‖ is the amplitude of the mth channel delay and a single realization
of the Weibull random variable H. The Weibull distribution offers substantial flexibil-
ity because it is governed by two parameters a and b, where a > 0 and b > 0 controls
the scaling and shaping. The Weibull distribution coincides with the exponential
distribution when b = 1 and the Rayleigh distribution when b = 2.
An illustration of the Weibull probability distribution fit to the empirical data
for each environment is shown in Figure 2.10. In each case, the fitted distributions
are in good agreement with the empirical data. A summary of the Weibull shaping
parameters for each path for the residential and desert environment is provided in
Table 2.2 and Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.11: The average channel power is a good approximation of a single repre-
sentative tapped delay line model for the environments. Plots for the average channel
power and the associated exponential fits for (a) the residential and (b) desert envi-
ronments.
Power Delay Profile Model
The power delay profile model was computed by evaluating the average across the
smoothed power delay profile estimates
pfinal =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
pt, (2.22)
where T denotes the total number of average power delay profiles. The average
channel power curves for both environments are shown in Figure 2.11. The average
channel power curves follow the general exponential decay function of the form
E [p] =
I∑
i=1
ai exp(−bi p). (2.23)
For the model, a value of I = 2 exponential functions produced the best fit across all
multipath components. To determine the parameters a and b for both environments
least squares regression was employed. The resulting fits for the models along side
the measured data are shown in Figure 2.11.
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Table 2.2: Summary of Model Parameters Residential Environment
Number of Paths 6
Exponential Decay Parameters
a1 = 1.03 b1 = 18.86
a2 = 0.001 b2 = −18.14
Weibull Shaping Factors
Path 1 a=0.78 b=2.2
Path 2 a=0.38 b=1.44
Path 3 a=0.13 b=1.98
Path 4 a=0.07 b=1.56
Path 5 a=0.06 b=1.8
Path 6 a=0.04 b=1.9
Spectral Shaping Parameters
a1 = 0.8 b1 = −4.74 c1 = 7.45
a2 = 0.16 b2 = −4.01 c2 = 36
a3 = 0.03 b3 = −2.49 c3 = 415
Path Loss Parameters β = 39 dB γ = 2
Doppler Power Spectrum
To determine the overall Doppler power spectrum for each delay value the line-of-
sight components of the spectra were aligned and averaged across the 650 segments.
A similar approach is used in Reference [60] to derive a Doppler spectrum model for
the vehicle-to-vehicle channel. The overall Doppler spectrum for both environments
is shown in Figure 2.12 (a). For comparison, the Doppler spectrum of the transmitted
sequence is also shown.
Several common Doppler power spectra models for fading processes are reviewed
in [61], along with their theoretical and/or empirical motivation. A typical model
that is used in air to ground channel modeling is the Gaussian Doppler spectrum
[62]. The observed spectrum exhibits Gaussian characteristics, thus a sum of three
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Table 2.3: Summary of Model Parameters Desert Environment
Number of Paths 8
Exponential Decay Parameters
a1 = 0.96 b1 = 24.81
a2 = 0.03 b2 = −1.68
Weibull Shaping Factors
Path 1 a=0.89 b=1.36
Path 2 a=0.43 b=1.13
Path 3 a=0.18 b=1.33
Path 4 a=0.1 b=1.21
Path 5 a=0.08 b=1.28
Path 6 a=0.05 b=1.31
Path 7 a=0.03 b=1.38
Path 8 a=0.03 b=1.37
Spectral Shaping Parameters Same as Residential
Path Loss Parameters β = 31 dB γ = 2
Gaussian functions of the form
S[k] =
3∑
i=1
ai exp
{
−
( |k − bi|
ci
)2}
, (2.24)
are fit to the data. The variables ai, fi , and ci denote the amplitude, Doppler shift,
and dispersion of the ith Gaussian function. By using multiple Gaussian functions
a much better representation of the Doppler spectrum is obtained. In Figure 2.12,
a plot of the measured Doppler spectrum and the corresponding model for both
environments are shown.
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Figure 2.12: (a) The average Doppler power spectrum provides an estimate of the
spectral broadening that occurs as a result of the environments. Here, the measured
average Doppler spectrums for both environments are compared to the truth sequence.
(b) Doppler spectrum of the measured data along with Gaussian model fit using three
Gaussian functions. The model approximates the overall shape and spread very well.
However, the model doesn’t quite capture some of the subtleties such as the peaks at
±150 Hz caused by the motion of the octocopter blades.
2.3.3 Model Validation
To validate the accuracy of the proposed models a filtered Gaussian noise simulator
was constructed using the parameters specified in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. Given
y[n] =
L2∑
`=L1
h[`]x[n− `] (2.25)
where h[`] denotes the channel coefficients generated by
h[`] =
P−1∑
p=0
αp[`] sinc (`− τp fs) , (2.26)
and L2−L1+1 is the length of the channel filter where the channel power is effectively
zero if ` is less than L1 or greater than L2.
Each path gain process αp is generated in the following manner:
1. Generate zero mean, unit variance complex Gaussian noise coefficients rp ∼
CN (0, 1);
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of the channel simulation process. A zero mean, unit
variance complex Gaussian noise process is generated and then filtered with a corre-
sponding Doppler filter in the frequency domain. The result of this process is then
scaled by the average path gain coefficients in the time domain. The final path gain
process is generated by adding in the Weibull effects according to Equation (2.27).
2. Filter rp with Doppler filter, S[k], in frequency domain to obtain sequence.
Doppler filter is constructed over the frequency range -200 Hz to 200 Hz;
3. Interpolate filtered complex Gaussian process to sample frequency consistent
with that of the input signal.
4. Incorporate Weibull effects via method of norms [59, 63]
The Weibull effects are incorporated into the final path gain process in the fol-
lowing manner. Let zCN ∈ C1×R denote the vector of samples at the output of the
re-sampler and zWN ∈ C1×R denote a vector of samples drawn from the Weibull dis-
tribution given in Equations (2.21a) to (2.21c). The final gain for path p is obtained
via
αp[`] =
√
E [p] zCN
‖zWN‖
‖zCN‖
. (2.27)
where αp[`] denotes the path gain process for the `
th channel coefficient. The channel
generation process is illustrated in Figure 2.13
Using this process, a total of 10,000 model-derived power delay profiles were gen-
erated and their corresponding RMS delay spread distributions were computed. The
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quality of the model parameters were evaluated on the basis of how well the simulated
RMS delay spreads and their distributions agree with the measured data. Similar ap-
proaches are used in References [64–66].
To quantify the model mismatch the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [67] used to
calculate the relative entropy between the measured and simulated RMS delay spread
probability distribution functions. Let Pm and Qs denote the respective probability
distribution functions of the measured data and simulated model, the KL divergence
is
DKL(Pm||Qs) =
I∑
i=1
Pm(i) log2
{
Pm(i)
Qs(i)
}
, (2.28)
where I represents the number points within the distribution range. If the probability
distributions are identical DKL(Pm||Qs) = 0, thus smaller divergence values indicate
that the model is a good match of the underlying data.
For the KL divergence analysis, it is proposed that a KL divergence score of less
than 0.06 represents the threshold that a the model accurately describes the under-
lying empirical data. To determine this value KL divergence scores were computed
between two zero mean and unit variance Gaussian distributions. The cumulative
distribution of 500 scores was analyzed and the score that encompassed the entire
distribution was selected. The cumulative distribution of the KL divergence scores is
shown in Figure 2.15.
In Figure 2.14 plots of the cumulative and probability distribution functions are
shown for the measured and simulated RMS delay spreads in both environments. The
models produce distributions that adequately characterize the measured distributions.
Both models produce RMS delay spread distributions that match both the spread and
intricacies of the distribution of the measured data. For verification, we quantify both
fits using the KL divergence metric.
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Figure 2.14: A comparison of the measured versus simulation probability and cu-
mulative distribution functions (PDF and CDF) for the RMS delay spread. The
distributions were estimated via a kernel density estimator. The RMS delay spread
of the models capture the major characteristics of the distributions.
A summary of the corresponding KL divergence scores are presented in Table 2.4.
Both models are fairly good matches to the measured data given their small KL
divergence values. However, the desert model provides a better overall representation
of the data than the residential model. The desert model better characterizes the
subtleties of the measured data that are not captured by the residential model.
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Figure 2.15: KL divergence scores between zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian dis-
tributions were compared to determine a score threshold score that constitutes an
accurate model. A threshold value of 0.06 was selected because it encompassed the
entire distribution.
Table 2.4: KL Divergence of RMS Delay Spread Distribution
Environment Simulation
Residential 0.03
Desert 0.02
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Chapter 3
JOINT SENSING AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
A joint sensing and communication system can be defined as one or more transceiver
nodes that perform various radar and communication functions simultaneously. By
this definition, the number of system design concepts are limited. However, the vari-
ations of system topologies that exist are abundant. In this chapter, a description of
the various system design concepts that arise from the joint sensing and communi-
cations problem are presented. Additionally, a representative subset of these system
topologies is discussed. For simplicity, the discussion is limited to two-node topolo-
gies. Finally, the performance metrics and bounds that characterize the performance
of a joint sensing and communications system is presented.
3.1 System Design Concepts
The system design concepts of the joint sensing and communications problem
can be grouped broadly into four categories: isolation, coexistence, cooperation, and
co-design [3]. Block diagram representations for each of these concepts are shown
in Figure 3.1. Isolation is the concept where each node performs either a radar or
communications function, but not both. During the design process no attempt is
made to integrate radar or communication functions at each node [3]. The current
solution is to regulate the operating frequencies that each communications and radar
node operates. Realistically, perfect isolation is not achievable and each node is
susceptible interference from each other.
The coexistence design concept is another legacy solution where both radar and
communications nodes mitigate interference from each other. However, no commu-
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Figure 3.1: The system design concepts of the joint sensing and communications
problem include isolation, coexistence, cooperation, and co-design. Isolation refers to
a system in which radar and communication functions are designed independently.
Coexistence refers to a system where where communication and radar functions miti-
gate interference from one another. Cooperaion refers to a system where information
is shared between radar and communications functions allowing for mutually increased
performance. Finally, co-design refers to a system where communications and radar
functions are optimized in the design process.
nication mechanism exists between the radar and communications nodes [3]. As a
result, any information needed to perform mitigation must be estimated. Adaptive
interference cancellation techniques are employed at the receiver to improve perfor-
mance for both functions.
The cooperation concept is similar to coexistence, however some information is
shared between radar and communication nodes [3]. In this concept, each node is no
longer considered a source of interference relative to one another. Instead, information
is shared with both radar and communications nodes to improve performance. For
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example, knowledge of the radar waveform can be used to assist in channel estimation
and equalization for the communications node.
Finally, co-design refers to the concept of designing a transceiver node to perform
both radar and communications functions jointly. In this regime both radar and
communication functions are optimized jointly during the design process [3]. Various
codes, modulation schemes, and training sequences can be chosen that mutually ben-
efit radar and communications functions. The co-design process truly embodies the
concept of RF convergence.
3.2 Two-Node System Topologies
There are numerous system topologies that can benefit from radio frequency (RF)
convergence. For a two node system however, a representative subset of the system
topologies can be grouped into the following categories [3]: joint multiple access,
monostatic broadcast, bi-static broadcast, and the in-band full-duplex. Each of these
system topologies are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The joint multiple access system topology consists of a joint transceiver node that
functions as a monostatic radar and communications receiver. The second node is
an independent communications transmitter. The communications receiver can ex-
ploit knowledge of the known radar waveform for purposes of channel estimation and
equalization. Assuming the joint transceiver node is tracking a target, successive in-
terference cancellation (SIC) can be employed to subtract off a predicted radar return
to improve communications performance. Finally, the communications transmitter
can operate at a higher rate when the radar transceiver is not in use [3].
The monostatic broadcast system topology consists of a joint transceiver node
that functions as a monostatic radar and communications transmitter. The second
node is an independent communications receiver. Unlike the joint multiple access
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channel, the two nodes now share a common waveform. Ideally, the waveform would
be optimized to benefit both communications and radar functions.
The bi-static broadcast system topology consists of two joint transceiver nodes
that perform both radar and communications functions. However, each node operates
solely as a transmitter or a receiver. Similar to the monostatic broadcast channel
topology, the two nodes are tightly coupled by a common waveform. The in-band
full-duplex channel topology is bi-static in nature, but now each transceiver node
operates in full duplex mode. That is, one node simultaneously operates (within the
same band) as a radar transmitter and communications receiver and vice versa.
3.3 Theoretical Performance Bounds and Metrics
To properly characterize a joint sensing and communications system, compati-
ble performance metrics must be developed. Radar performance can be character-
ized with an information theoretic metric known as the estimation rate [39, 68, 69],
which measures the amount of information learned by illuminating a target. Com-
munications performance can be characterized by the communications rate capacity.
The communications channel capacity is the supremum of achievable communications
rates for a given channel model with respect to the input distribution. This prob-
lem was solved by Shannon in his seminal work [37]. With these metrics, standard
performance bounds can be recreated with joint users.
3.3.1 Communications Channel Capacity and Estimation Information Rate
The joint multiple access system topology shown in Figure 3.2 (a) is considered.
One transceiver node operates as a monostatic tracking radar, while simultaneously
receiving messages from an independent communications transmitter. For a single
41
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Figure 3.2: A representative set of system topologies that can benefit from RF con-
vergence. (a) The joint multiple access system topology consists of a joint transceiver
node that performs both radar and communications functions and an independent
communications transmitter node. (b) The monostatic broadcast system topology
consists of a joint transceiver node that performs both radar and communications
functions and an independent communications receiver node. (c) The bi-static broad-
cast system topology consists of two joint transceiver nodes that performs both radar
and communications functions. (d) The in-band full-duplex channel topology is bi-
static in nature, but now each transceiver node operates in full duplex mode.
target, the received baseband signal model is
z = zrad + zcom (3.1)
=
√
Prad xrad ∗ a +
√
Pcom xcom ∗ b + n, (3.2)
where xrad ∈ C 1×N and xcom ∈ C 1×N denote the radar return and communications
row vectors, respectively. The ‘∗’ operator denotes convolution and the composite
waveform row vector is denoted by z ∈ C 1×2N−1. The radar and communications
channel attenuation row vectors are denoted by a ∈ C 1×L and b∈C 1×L, respectively.
The channel attenuation coefficients collectively represent losses due to multi-path,
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shadowing, path-loss etcetera. Finally, n ∈ C 1×2N−1 denotes zero mean thermal
noise row vector drawn from a complex Gaussian distribution with variance σ2noise =
kB Ttemp B.
In general, the communications channel capacity for two communications nodes
is given by
Rcom ≤ B log2
(
1 +
‖b‖2 Pcom
kB Ttemp B
)
, (3.3)
≤ B log2(1 + SNR) , (3.4)
where kB denotes the Boltzmann constant in Joules/Kelvin and Ttemp denotes the
absolute temperature in Kelvin [70]. The variables B and Pcom denote the available
bandwidth in Hertz and total communications transmit power, respectively.
In a joint multiple access system topology, the receiver can improve communi-
cations performance by suppressing the predicted radar return from the composite
waveform through a process called SIC. After suppression, the composite waveform
is expressed as
z˜ = r +
√
Pcom xcom ∗ b + n (3.5)
r =
√
Prad xrad ∗ a−
√
ˆPrad xˆrad ∗ aˆ, (3.6)
where r denotes the residual energy of the radar waveform after cancellation, aˆ denotes
the estimated channel attenuation vector, and
√
ˆPrad xˆrad ∗ aˆ denotes the predicted
radar return. The communications rate after factoring in the residual term is given
by [39]
Rcom;SIC ≤ B log2
(
1 +
‖b‖2 Pcom
kB Ttemp B + Prad ‖a‖2 〈‖r‖2〉
)
, (3.7)
≤ B log2 (1 + SINR) (3.8)
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where 〈·〉 denotes the expectation function and SINR denotes the signal-to-interference
plus noise ratio. Naturally, the communications rate capacity is the same as Equa-
tion (3.4) if the target track is modeled well. That is, the residual energy is small
(〈‖r‖2〉 ≈ 0). These metrics hold true for the sole communications node in the sce-
nario. However, an alternative method of information rate must be formulated for
the radar node to cast it in this multi-user bound.
The information theoretic rate used to describe radar tracking performance is the
estimation rate. It is defined as the mutual information between the noiseless and
noisy target tracking state per unit time [71]:
Rest =
I(X;Y )
T
, (3.9)
where I(X;Y ) is the mutual information between the noiseless state measurement
X and the noisy state measurement Y over the revisit period T . For pulsed radar
operation, the pulse repetition interval (Tpri) can be interchanged with the revisit
period. In this work, the receiver generates a predicted radar return by tracking the
range and range-rate of a target using the Kalman filter [72]; within this framework,
the derivation of Equation (3.9) arises naturally [39, 71].
In this formulation, the target velocity is assumed constant and the underlying
target motion is accurately modeled by a two-dimensional (2D) linear motion model
with Gaussian perturbation acceleration [73]:
sk = A sk−1 + qk−1 (3.10)
=
1 T
0 1

Rk−1
R˙k−1
+ qk−1 (3.11)
where the dynamic states Rk−1 and R˙k−1 are the range and range-rate at time step
k − 1. The variable qk−1 ∼ N (0,Qk−1) denotes the process noise at time step k − 1
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with covariance matrix
Qk = qk
T 33 T 22
T 2
2
T
 , (3.12)
where qk denotes the process model error intensity.
The receiver measurements include the estimated range Rk and range-rate R˙k of
the target. We assume a narrowband environment [74, 75] T B  c/(2 R˙k), where c
denotes the speed of light, such that the receiver observes only the Doppler shift in
the radar return. Under this assumption, the measurement model is:
yk = H sk + rk (3.13)
=
1 0
0 1

Rk
R˙k
+ rk, (3.14)
where rk ∼ N (0,Rk) denotes the measurement noise at time step k.
With this formulation the estimation rate of the target is given by [39, 76]
Rest ≤ 1
2T
log2
( |Sk|
|Rk|
)
(3.15)
Sk = H Pk|k−1 H† + Rk (3.16)
Pk|k−1 = A Pk−1 A† + Qk−1, (3.17)
where |·| and † denote the determinant function and Hermitian transpose. The vari-
able Pk|k−1 denotes the predicted model covariance, Sk denotes the measurement
prediction covariance, and Rk is the measurement noise covariance. Equation (3.15)
represents the minimum number of bits needed to encode the Kalman residual, which
is the statistical deviation from the radar prediction of the target parameters, for a
given channel [2, 77].
The estimation rate for a joint multiple access system topology retains the same
form as in Equation (3.15). This holds true under the assumption that the receiver
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Figure 3.3: Example joint radar communications multiple access achievable rate
region. SIC is no longer achievable when the communications user is operating at
capacity because the radar return cannot be estimated perfectly and therefore leaves
a residual when subtracted. The isolated sub-band (ISB) bound isolates the two users
in separate fractions of the system bandwidth. The SIC bound time averages between
the SIC point with reduced comms and full comms with no radar. The water filling
(WF) bound applies a traditional water filling approach to these same two points
[78].
node is operating at a reduced rate to handle the increase in noise and interference.
As such, the communications waveform can be decoded as perfectly as possible and
subtracted from the composite. Thus allowing for the radar return to be processed
with little interference.
3.3.2 Joint Multiple Access Performance Bounds
With the radar estimation information rate defined, one can characterize the per-
formance of a joint sensing and communications system using traditional multiple
access techniques [70]. In Figure 3.3, a notional example of various bounds on perfor-
mance that arise from the joint multiple access system topology is presented. These
bounds are reviewed here, and a more detailed discussion and derivation is provided
in Reference [2].
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The multiple access channel (MAC) bound is the intersection of the estimation
and communications performance points when the radar and communications nodes
operate in isolation. This bound is the theoretically best, albeit unachievable, bound
for when the nodes operate for a given spectrum-space-time access. The isolated
sub-band (ISB) bound is indicative of system performance when the radar and com-
munications node operate within separate fractions of the allocated bandwidth. A
blending ratio, α, controls the amount of bandwidth allocated to the communica-
tions and radar node. As the fraction of total bandwidth (1− α) allocated for radar
operation is increased, radar parameter estimation also increases. However, the com-
munications rate decreases. The receiver performs radar and communications pro-
cessing on their respective individual channels. The ISB system is representative of
current solutions for radar and communications operation. A notional illustration of
the bandwidth allocation concept for the ISB scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.4 (a).
The communications water-filling (WF) bound is achieved in similar fashion as
the ISB bound, but the communications transmitter splits the bandwidth into a
communications-only, and mixed use sub-band. The receiver does interference free
decoding in the communications-only sub-band, and uses SIC to decode the commu-
nications and radar information in the mixed use sub-band. A notional illustration of
the bandwidth allocation concept for the communications WF scenario is illustrated
in Figure 3.4 (b).
The SIC point represents operating point of the system for a mixed use chan-
nel when SIC is employed. The SIC bound is achieved by time averaging between
communications-only and mixed use operation. While there appears to be a linear
decrease in estimation rate, for any given radar spectrum-space-time access, the radar
is operating over the entire allocated bandwidth, unimpeded by the communications
user.
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2<latexit  sha1_base64="j0 z4pkL4pE3cwZ1bZM lcYnftREw=">AAAC XnicbZBNS8NAEIa3 8avWz+pF8BIsgoiW pAjqQRD14EVUsCqY IpPtpC7dZMPuRCwh f8Or/i2P/hM3tQet Diy8vDPDO/uEqRS GPO+j4kxMTk3PVGd rc/MLi0vL9ZVbozL Nsc2VVPo+BINSJNg mQRLvU40QhxLvwv5 p2b97Rm2ESm5okGI nhl4iIsGBrBXsBpE Gnp8Ueat4XG54TW9 Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV4 5CrqKZzEmxCUY8+ B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZA ZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOv nw6MLdtE7XjZS2Ly F36P7cyCE2ZhCHdj IGejLjvdL8t1c6pJ Q0YwdQdNDJRZJmhA n/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2 jkJAdWANfCfsHlT2 DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K /UUKk+QViGnqGlo fHCzlymqIGU3s4D0 L0YXgpLpxfslKpmg fvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9 xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+ WyfHbNzdsXajLOUv bI39l75dGacBWfpe 9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab 8i48w==</latexit ><latexit  sha1_base64="j0 z4pkL4pE3cwZ1bZM lcYnftREw=">AAAC XnicbZBNS8NAEIa3 8avWz+pF8BIsgoiW pAjqQRD14EVUsCqY IpPtpC7dZMPuRCwh f8Or/i2P/hM3tQet Diy8vDPDO/uEqRS GPO+j4kxMTk3PVGd rc/MLi0vL9ZVbozL Nsc2VVPo+BINSJNg mQRLvU40QhxLvwv5 p2b97Rm2ESm5okGI nhl4iIsGBrBXsBpE Gnp8Ueat4XG54TW9 Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV4 5CrqKZzEmxCUY8+ B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZA ZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOv nw6MLdtE7XjZS2Ly F36P7cyCE2ZhCHdj IGejLjvdL8t1c6pJ Q0YwdQdNDJRZJmhA n/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2 jkJAdWANfCfsHlT2 DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K /UUKk+QViGnqGlo fHCzlymqIGU3s4D0 L0YXgpLpxfslKpmg fvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9 xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+ WyfHbNzdsXajLOUv bI39l75dGacBWfpe 9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab 8i48w==</latexit ><latexit  sha1_base64="j0 z4pkL4pE3cwZ1bZM lcYnftREw=">AAAC XnicbZBNS8NAEIa3 8avWz+pF8BIsgoiW pAjqQRD14EVUsCqY IpPtpC7dZMPuRCwh f8Or/i2P/hM3tQet Diy8vDPDO/uEqRS GPO+j4kxMTk3PVGd rc/MLi0vL9ZVbozL Nsc2VVPo+BINSJNg mQRLvU40QhxLvwv5 p2b97Rm2ESm5okGI nhl4iIsGBrBXsBpE Gnp8Ueat4XG54TW9 Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV4 5CrqKZzEmxCUY8+ B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZA ZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOv nw6MLdtE7XjZS2Ly F36P7cyCE2ZhCHdj IGejLjvdL8t1c6pJ Q0YwdQdNDJRZJmhA n/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2 jkJAdWANfCfsHlT2 DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K /UUKk+QViGnqGlo fHCzlymqIGU3s4D0 L0YXgpLpxfslKpmg fvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9 xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+ WyfHbNzdsXajLOUv bI39l75dGacBWfpe 9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab 8i48w==</latexit ><latexit  sha1_base64="j0 z4pkL4pE3cwZ1bZM lcYnftREw=">AAAC XnicbZBNS8NAEIa3 8avWz+pF8BIsgoiW pAjqQRD14EVUsCqY IpPtpC7dZMPuRCwh f8Or/i2P/hM3tQet Diy8vDPDO/uEqRS GPO+j4kxMTk3PVGd rc/MLi0vL9ZVbozL Nsc2VVPo+BINSJNg mQRLvU40QhxLvwv5 p2b97Rm2ESm5okGI nhl4iIsGBrBXsBpE Gnp8Ueat4XG54TW9 Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV4 5CrqKZzEmxCUY8+ B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZA ZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOv nw6MLdtE7XjZS2Ly F36P7cyCE2ZhCHdj IGejLjvdL8t1c6pJ Q0YwdQdNDJRZJmhA n/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2 jkJAdWANfCfsHlT2 DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K /UUKk+QViGnqGlo fHCzlymqIGU3s4D0 L0YXgpLpxfslKpmg fvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9 xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+ WyfHbNzdsXajLOUv bI39l75dGacBWfpe 9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab 8i48w==</latexit >
↵
<latexit sha1_ba se64="GvTTTz6+MSrGzezaA6bV080/fy 4=">AAACWHicbZBNS8NAEIY38bP1ux69 BIsgIiURQT0Igh68iBWsCqbIZDtp126y YXciltD/4FX/mfhn3LQ9aHVg4eWdGd7Z J8qkMOT7n447Mzs3v7BYqS4tr6yurW/ U7ozKNccWV1LphwgMSpFiiwRJfMg0QhJ JvI/652X//gW1ESq9pUGG7QS6qYgFB7L WXQgy68HTet1v+KPy/opgIupsUs2nDec 07CieJ5gSl2DMY+Bn1C5Ak+ASh9UwN5 gB70MXH61MIUHTLkbnDr0d63S8WGn7Uv JG7s+NAhJjBklkJxOgnpnulea/vdIhpa SZOoDi43Yh0iwnTPk4P86lR8orkXgdoZ GTHFgBXAv7BY/3QAMnC6668zPBxKPwX6 mRUn2CqAy9QEtD45Wduc5QAym9V4Sgu wm8Di2dbrhfqqoFHkzj/StaB42TRnBzW D87mJBfZFtsm+2ygB2xM3bJmqzFOHtmb +ydfThfruMuuJXxqOtMdjbZr3Jr31QIt pA=</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="GvTTTz6+MSrGzezaA6bV080/fy 4=">AAACWHicbZBNS8NAEIY38bP1ux69 BIsgIiURQT0Igh68iBWsCqbIZDtp126y YXciltD/4FX/mfhn3LQ9aHVg4eWdGd7Z J8qkMOT7n447Mzs3v7BYqS4tr6yurW/ U7ozKNccWV1LphwgMSpFiiwRJfMg0QhJ JvI/652X//gW1ESq9pUGG7QS6qYgFB7L WXQgy68HTet1v+KPy/opgIupsUs2nDec 07CieJ5gSl2DMY+Bn1C5Ak+ASh9UwN5 gB70MXH61MIUHTLkbnDr0d63S8WGn7Uv JG7s+NAhJjBklkJxOgnpnulea/vdIhpa SZOoDi43Yh0iwnTPk4P86lR8orkXgdoZ GTHFgBXAv7BY/3QAMnC6668zPBxKPwX6 mRUn2CqAy9QEtD45Wduc5QAym9V4Sgu wm8Di2dbrhfqqoFHkzj/StaB42TRnBzW D87mJBfZFtsm+2ygB2xM3bJmqzFOHtmb +ydfThfruMuuJXxqOtMdjbZr3Jr31QIt pA=</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="GvTTTz6+MSrGzezaA6bV080/fy 4=">AAACWHicbZBNS8NAEIY38bP1ux69 BIsgIiURQT0Igh68iBWsCqbIZDtp126y YXciltD/4FX/mfhn3LQ9aHVg4eWdGd7Z J8qkMOT7n447Mzs3v7BYqS4tr6yurW/ U7ozKNccWV1LphwgMSpFiiwRJfMg0QhJ JvI/652X//gW1ESq9pUGG7QS6qYgFB7L WXQgy68HTet1v+KPy/opgIupsUs2nDec 07CieJ5gSl2DMY+Bn1C5Ak+ASh9UwN5 gB70MXH61MIUHTLkbnDr0d63S8WGn7Uv JG7s+NAhJjBklkJxOgnpnulea/vdIhpa SZOoDi43Yh0iwnTPk4P86lR8orkXgdoZ GTHFgBXAv7BY/3QAMnC6668zPBxKPwX6 mRUn2CqAy9QEtD45Wduc5QAym9V4Sgu wm8Di2dbrhfqqoFHkzj/StaB42TRnBzW D87mJBfZFtsm+2ygB2xM3bJmqzFOHtmb +ydfThfruMuuJXxqOtMdjbZr3Jr31QIt pA=</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="GvTTTz6+MSrGzezaA6bV080/fy 4=">AAACWHicbZBNS8NAEIY38bP1ux69 BIsgIiURQT0Igh68iBWsCqbIZDtp126y YXciltD/4FX/mfhn3LQ9aHVg4eWdGd7Z J8qkMOT7n447Mzs3v7BYqS4tr6yurW/ U7ozKNccWV1LphwgMSpFiiwRJfMg0QhJ JvI/652X//gW1ESq9pUGG7QS6qYgFB7L WXQgy68HTet1v+KPy/opgIupsUs2nDec 07CieJ5gSl2DMY+Bn1C5Ak+ASh9UwN5 gB70MXH61MIUHTLkbnDr0d63S8WGn7Uv JG7s+NAhJjBklkJxOgnpnulea/vdIhpa SZOoDi43Yh0iwnTPk4P86lR8orkXgdoZ GTHFgBXAv7BY/3QAMnC6668zPBxKPwX6 mRUn2CqAy9QEtD45Wduc5QAym9V4Sgu wm8Di2dbrhfqqoFHkzj/StaB42TRnBzW D87mJBfZFtsm+2ygB2xM3bJmqzFOHtmb +ydfThfruMuuJXxqOtMdjbZr3Jr31QIt pA=</latexit> 1  ↵
<latexit sha1_ba se64="t9vpmVsyd+DJS/BsQe82Jit8MJ I=">AAACWnicbZBNS8NAEIa3qZ/1s+rN S7AIIloSEdSDIOjBi1jBasEUmWwn7dJN NuxOxBL6J7zqH/Pgf3FTe9DWgYWXd2Z4 Z58wlcKQ532WnPLM7Nz8wmJlaXlldW2 9uvFgVKY5NrmSSrdCMChFgk0SJLGVaoQ 4lPgY9i+L/uMLaiNUck+DFNsxdBMRCQ5 krZZ/GIBMe/C8XvPq3qjcaeGPRY2Nq/F cLZ0HHcWzGBPiEox58r2U2jloElzisB JkBlPgfejik5UJxGja+ejgobtrnY4bKW 1fQu7I/b2RQ2zMIA7tZAzUM5O9wvy3Vz iklDQTB1B02s5FkmaECf/JjzLpknILKG 5HaOQkB1YA18J+weU90MDJoqvs/k4w0S j8T2qoVJ8gLEKv0NLQeGNnblPUQErv5 wHobgyvQ0unGxwUqmKB+5N4p0XzqH5W9 ++OaxdHY/ILbJvtsD3msxN2wa5ZgzUZZ 5K9sXf2Ufpyys6is/Qz6pTGO5vsTzlb3 1bytwI=</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="t9vpmVsyd+DJS/BsQe82Jit8MJ I=">AAACWnicbZBNS8NAEIa3qZ/1s+rN S7AIIloSEdSDIOjBi1jBasEUmWwn7dJN NuxOxBL6J7zqH/Pgf3FTe9DWgYWXd2Z4 Z58wlcKQ532WnPLM7Nz8wmJlaXlldW2 9uvFgVKY5NrmSSrdCMChFgk0SJLGVaoQ 4lPgY9i+L/uMLaiNUck+DFNsxdBMRCQ5 krZZ/GIBMe/C8XvPq3qjcaeGPRY2Nq/F cLZ0HHcWzGBPiEox58r2U2jloElzisB JkBlPgfejik5UJxGja+ejgobtrnY4bKW 1fQu7I/b2RQ2zMIA7tZAzUM5O9wvy3Vz iklDQTB1B02s5FkmaECf/JjzLpknILKG 5HaOQkB1YA18J+weU90MDJoqvs/k4w0S j8T2qoVJ8gLEKv0NLQeGNnblPUQErv5 wHobgyvQ0unGxwUqmKB+5N4p0XzqH5W9 ++OaxdHY/ILbJvtsD3msxN2wa5ZgzUZZ 5K9sXf2Ufpyys6is/Qz6pTGO5vsTzlb3 1bytwI=</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="t9vpmVsyd+DJS/BsQe82Jit8MJ I=">AAACWnicbZBNS8NAEIa3qZ/1s+rN S7AIIloSEdSDIOjBi1jBasEUmWwn7dJN NuxOxBL6J7zqH/Pgf3FTe9DWgYWXd2Z4 Z58wlcKQ532WnPLM7Nz8wmJlaXlldW2 9uvFgVKY5NrmSSrdCMChFgk0SJLGVaoQ 4lPgY9i+L/uMLaiNUck+DFNsxdBMRCQ5 krZZ/GIBMe/C8XvPq3qjcaeGPRY2Nq/F cLZ0HHcWzGBPiEox58r2U2jloElzisB JkBlPgfejik5UJxGja+ejgobtrnY4bKW 1fQu7I/b2RQ2zMIA7tZAzUM5O9wvy3Vz iklDQTB1B02s5FkmaECf/JjzLpknILKG 5HaOQkB1YA18J+weU90MDJoqvs/k4w0S j8T2qoVJ8gLEKv0NLQeGNnblPUQErv5 wHobgyvQ0unGxwUqmKB+5N4p0XzqH5W9 ++OaxdHY/ILbJvtsD3msxN2wa5ZgzUZZ 5K9sXf2Ufpyys6is/Qz6pTGO5vsTzlb3 1bytwI=</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="t9vpmVsyd+DJS/BsQe82Jit8MJ I=">AAACWnicbZBNS8NAEIa3qZ/1s+rN S7AIIloSEdSDIOjBi1jBasEUmWwn7dJN NuxOxBL6J7zqH/Pgf3FTe9DWgYWXd2Z4 Z58wlcKQ532WnPLM7Nz8wmJlaXlldW2 9uvFgVKY5NrmSSrdCMChFgk0SJLGVaoQ 4lPgY9i+L/uMLaiNUck+DFNsxdBMRCQ5 krZZ/GIBMe/C8XvPq3qjcaeGPRY2Nq/F cLZ0HHcWzGBPiEox58r2U2jloElzisB JkBlPgfejik5UJxGja+ejgobtrnY4bKW 1fQu7I/b2RQ2zMIA7tZAzUM5O9wvy3Vz iklDQTB1B02s5FkmaECf/JjzLpknILKG 5HaOQkB1YA18J+weU90MDJoqvs/k4w0S j8T2qoVJ8gLEKv0NLQeGNnblPUQErv5 wHobgyvQ0unGxwUqmKB+5N4p0XzqH5W9 ++OaxdHY/ILbJvtsD3msxN2wa5ZgzUZZ 5K9sXf2Ufpyys6is/Qz6pTGO5vsTzlb3 1bytwI=</latexit>
(a)
Frequency
Mixed UseComms
B
2<latexit sha1_base64="xupv6ahK WTiwGorXqxHE323ACEI=">AAACXXicbZBNS8NAEIa38bt+68GDl2ARRKQkRV APgqgHL2IFq0JTZLKd1KWbbNidiCXkZ3jV3+XNn+Km9qCtAwsv78zwzj5hK oUhz/usOFPTM7Nz8wvVxaXlldW19Y17ozLNscWVVPoxBINSJNgiQRIfU40Qh xIfwv5F2X94QW2ESu5okGInhl4iIsGBrNUOIg08Py/yRvG0VvPq3rDcSeGPR I2Nqvm0XjkNuopnMSbEJRjT9r2UOjloElxiUQ0ygynwPvSwbWUCMZpOPry5 cHet03Ujpe1LyB26vzdyiI0ZxKGdjIGezXivNP/tlQ4pJc3YARQdd3KRpBlh wn/yo0y6pNySi9sVGjnJgRXAtbBfcPkzWDpk6VV3fyeYaBj+JzVUqk8QlqG XaGlovLYzNylqIKX38wB0L4bXwtLpBQelqlrg/jjeSdFq1E/q/u1h7awxIj/ PttkO22M+O2Jn7Io1WYtxptgbe2cflS9n1llyVn5GncpoZ5P9KWfrG/FkuLw =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xupv6ahK WTiwGorXqxHE323ACEI=">AAACXXicbZBNS8NAEIa38bt+68GDl2ARRKQkRV APgqgHL2IFq0JTZLKd1KWbbNidiCXkZ3jV3+XNn+Km9qCtAwsv78zwzj5hK oUhz/usOFPTM7Nz8wvVxaXlldW19Y17ozLNscWVVPoxBINSJNgiQRIfU40Qh xIfwv5F2X94QW2ESu5okGInhl4iIsGBrNUOIg08Py/yRvG0VvPq3rDcSeGPR I2Nqvm0XjkNuopnMSbEJRjT9r2UOjloElxiUQ0ygynwPvSwbWUCMZpOPry5 cHet03Ujpe1LyB26vzdyiI0ZxKGdjIGezXivNP/tlQ4pJc3YARQdd3KRpBlh wn/yo0y6pNySi9sVGjnJgRXAtbBfcPkzWDpk6VV3fyeYaBj+JzVUqk8QlqG XaGlovLYzNylqIKX38wB0L4bXwtLpBQelqlrg/jjeSdFq1E/q/u1h7awxIj/ PttkO22M+O2Jn7Io1WYtxptgbe2cflS9n1llyVn5GncpoZ5P9KWfrG/FkuLw =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xupv6ahK WTiwGorXqxHE323ACEI=">AAACXXicbZBNS8NAEIa38bt+68GDl2ARRKQkRV APgqgHL2IFq0JTZLKd1KWbbNidiCXkZ3jV3+XNn+Km9qCtAwsv78zwzj5hK oUhz/usOFPTM7Nz8wvVxaXlldW19Y17ozLNscWVVPoxBINSJNgiQRIfU40Qh xIfwv5F2X94QW2ESu5okGInhl4iIsGBrNUOIg08Py/yRvG0VvPq3rDcSeGPR I2Nqvm0XjkNuopnMSbEJRjT9r2UOjloElxiUQ0ygynwPvSwbWUCMZpOPry5 cHet03Ujpe1LyB26vzdyiI0ZxKGdjIGezXivNP/tlQ4pJc3YARQdd3KRpBlh wn/yo0y6pNySi9sVGjnJgRXAtbBfcPkzWDpk6VV3fyeYaBj+JzVUqk8QlqG XaGlovLYzNylqIKX38wB0L4bXwtLpBQelqlrg/jjeSdFq1E/q/u1h7awxIj/ PttkO22M+O2Jn7Io1WYtxptgbe2cflS9n1llyVn5GncpoZ5P9KWfrG/FkuLw =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xupv6ahK WTiwGorXqxHE323ACEI=">AAACXXicbZBNS8NAEIa38bt+68GDl2ARRKQkRV APgqgHL2IFq0JTZLKd1KWbbNidiCXkZ3jV3+XNn+Km9qCtAwsv78zwzj5hK oUhz/usOFPTM7Nz8wvVxaXlldW19Y17ozLNscWVVPoxBINSJNgiQRIfU40Qh xIfwv5F2X94QW2ESu5okGInhl4iIsGBrNUOIg08Py/yRvG0VvPq3rDcSeGPR I2Nqvm0XjkNuopnMSbEJRjT9r2UOjloElxiUQ0ygynwPvSwbWUCMZpOPry5 cHet03Ujpe1LyB26vzdyiI0ZxKGdjIGezXivNP/tlQ4pJc3YARQdd3KRpBlh wn/yo0y6pNySi9sVGjnJgRXAtbBfcPkzWDpk6VV3fyeYaBj+JzVUqk8QlqG XaGlovLYzNylqIKX38wB0L4bXwtLpBQelqlrg/jjeSdFq1E/q/u1h7awxIj/ PttkO22M+O2Jn7Io1WYtxptgbe2cflS9n1llyVn5GncpoZ5P9KWfrG/FkuLw =</latexit>
 B
2<latexit sha1_base64="j0z4pkL4pE 3cwZ1bZMlcYnftREw=">AAACXnicbZBNS8NAEIa38avWz+pF8BIsgoiWpAjqQRD1 4EVUsCqYIpPtpC7dZMPuRCwhf8Or/i2P/hM3tQetDiy8vDPDO/uEqRSGPO+j4kx MTk3PVGdrc/MLi0vL9ZVbozLNsc2VVPo+BINSJNgmQRLvU40QhxLvwv5p2b97Rm2 ESm5okGInhl4iIsGBrBXsBpEGnp8Ueat4XG54TW9Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV45CrqKZzE mxCUY8+B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZAZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOvnw6MLdtE7XjZS2LyF36P7cyC E2ZhCHdjIGejLjvdL8t1c6pJQ0YwdQdNDJRZJmhAn/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2jkJAdWAN fCfsHlT2DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K/UUKk+QViGnqGlofHCzlymqIGU3s4D0L0YXgpLp xfslKpmgfvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+WyfHbNzdsXajLOUvbI39l75d GacBWfpe9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab8i48w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j0z4pkL4pE 3cwZ1bZMlcYnftREw=">AAACXnicbZBNS8NAEIa38avWz+pF8BIsgoiWpAjqQRD1 4EVUsCqYIpPtpC7dZMPuRCwhf8Or/i2P/hM3tQetDiy8vDPDO/uEqRSGPO+j4kx MTk3PVGdrc/MLi0vL9ZVbozLNsc2VVPo+BINSJNgmQRLvU40QhxLvwv5p2b97Rm2 ESm5okGInhl4iIsGBrBXsBpEGnp8Ueat4XG54TW9Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV45CrqKZzE mxCUY8+B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZAZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOvnw6MLdtE7XjZS2LyF36P7cyC E2ZhCHdjIGejLjvdL8t1c6pJQ0YwdQdNDJRZJmhAn/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2jkJAdWAN fCfsHlT2DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K/UUKk+QViGnqGlofHCzlymqIGU3s4D0L0YXgpLp xfslKpmgfvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+WyfHbNzdsXajLOUvbI39l75d GacBWfpe9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab8i48w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j0z4pkL4pE 3cwZ1bZMlcYnftREw=">AAACXnicbZBNS8NAEIa38avWz+pF8BIsgoiWpAjqQRD1 4EVUsCqYIpPtpC7dZMPuRCwhf8Or/i2P/hM3tQetDiy8vDPDO/uEqRSGPO+j4kx MTk3PVGdrc/MLi0vL9ZVbozLNsc2VVPo+BINSJNgmQRLvU40QhxLvwv5p2b97Rm2 ESm5okGInhl4iIsGBrBXsBpEGnp8Ueat4XG54TW9Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV45CrqKZzE mxCUY8+B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZAZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOvnw6MLdtE7XjZS2LyF36P7cyC E2ZhCHdjIGejLjvdL8t1c6pJQ0YwdQdNDJRZJmhAn/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2jkJAdWAN fCfsHlT2DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K/UUKk+QViGnqGlofHCzlymqIGU3s4D0L0YXgpLp xfslKpmgfvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+WyfHbNzdsXajLOUvbI39l75d GacBWfpe9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab8i48w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j0z4pkL4pE 3cwZ1bZMlcYnftREw=">AAACXnicbZBNS8NAEIa38avWz+pF8BIsgoiWpAjqQRD1 4EVUsCqYIpPtpC7dZMPuRCwhf8Or/i2P/hM3tQetDiy8vDPDO/uEqRSGPO+j4kx MTk3PVGdrc/MLi0vL9ZVbozLNsc2VVPo+BINSJNgmQRLvU40QhxLvwv5p2b97Rm2 ESm5okGInhl4iIsGBrBXsBpEGnp8Ueat4XG54TW9Y7l/hj0SDjerqsV45CrqKZzE mxCUY8+B7KXVy0CS4xKIWZAZT4H3o4YOVCcRoOvnw6MLdtE7XjZS2LyF36P7cyC E2ZhCHdjIGejLjvdL8t1c6pJQ0YwdQdNDJRZJmhAn/zo8y6ZJySzBuV2jkJAdWAN fCfsHlT2DpkMVX2/yZYKJh+K/UUKk+QViGnqGlofHCzlymqIGU3s4D0L0YXgpLp xfslKpmgfvjeP+Kdqt52PSv9xrHrRH5KltnG2yL+WyfHbNzdsXajLOUvbI39l75d GacBWfpe9SpjHZW2a9y1r4Ab8i48w==</latexit>
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(b)
Figure 3.4: Notional illustration of ISB and communications water-filling (WF)
bandwidth allocation. For a given bandwidth B, the bandwidth is split into two sub-
bands based on a split factor α. For ISB, one sub-band is utilized for communications
and the other is used for radar. The receiver architecture processes the communi-
cations and radar waveforms separately. For communications WF, one sub-band is
utilized for communications and the other is mixed use. Successive interference can-
cellation techniques are employed in the mixed use band to separate both radar and
communications waveforms for processing.
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Chapter 4
JOINT MULTIPLE ACCESS SDR RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE
In Chapter 3, the various joint sensing and communication system design concepts
were introduced. Additionally, representative two-node system topologies were dis-
cussed. Finally, the theoretical performance metrics and the successive interference
cancellation (SIC) bound that arises within a joint multiple access system topol-
ogy was presented. In this chapter, a discussion of various receiver architectures is
presented. Additionally, discussions of the SDR architecture implementations are
provided. Finally an analysis of the experimental performance for each system is
provided. An early version of this research thread is presented in Reference [44].
4.1 Joint Multiple Access Receiver Design
Recall that the complex baseband model for the received composite waveform for
a single target is
z = zrad + zcom (4.1)
=
√
Prad xrad ∗ a +
√
Pcom xcom ∗ b + n, (4.2)
where the associated variables denote the same quantities described in Equation (3.2).
Using this model, the signal processing chain for the joint multiple access receiver
discussed in this work is divided into three stages:
1. Generate a predicted radar return, xˆrad, using previous state information, filter
it with an estimate of the radar channel, aˆ, and subtract it from the composite
waveform z;
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Channel
Estimate 
& Filter
Figure 4.1: Joint multiple access receiver architecture for SIC scenario. The radar
and communications signals have two effective channels, but arrive converged at the
joint receiver. The radar signal is predicted and removed, allowing a reduced rate
communications user to operate. Assuming near perfect decoding of the communi-
cations user, the ideal signal can be reconstructed and subtracted from the original
waveform, allowing for unimpeded radar access.
2. Generate an estimate of the transmit waveform, xˆcom, filter with communica-
tions channel estimate, bˆ, and subtract it from the composite waveform;
3. Process the radar return using radar processing techniques.
The block diagram representation of the co-design receiver architecture is shown in
Figure 4.1.
4.1.1 Communications Signal Processing
The communications signal processing chain is divided into five steps:
1. removal of predicted radar return
2. coarse frequency alignment and matched filtering,
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3. communications waveform deconstruction,
4. communications waveform reconstruction,
5. communications waveform mitigation.
Suppression of the predicted radar return can be performed using time or spatial
domain techniques [42]. For time domain techniques, suppression is performed by
generating a predicted radar return using the previous states (predicted range and
range-rate) estimate and subtract it from the composite. In the spatial domain, radar
suppression is accomplished by projecting the composite waveform into an orthogo-
nal basis spanned by the predicted radar return. Here, a time domain technique is
employed.
Coarse frequency alignment is performed using a maximum likelihood (ML) es-
timator [48]. A minimum mean squared error (MMSE) Wiener filter is constructed
using the communications pilot sequence and applied to the composite waveform to
extract the communications component. The output of this matched filter is decon-
structed and the resulting symbols are decoded to produce the final estimate of the
communications message bits. The message bits are then reconstructed to produce
an estimate, xˆcom, of the original transmitted waveform. This waveform is subtracted
from the composite using the same process employed for radar suppression. Images
of a single pulse for a linear frequency modulated waveform before and after the com-
munications waveform mitigation step for the SIC process are presented in Figure 4.2.
4.1.2 Radar Signal Processing
Pulse-Doppler processing techniques are employed to extract Doppler and range
estimates from the radar return. It is assumed that Doppler is not resolvable by a
single pulse, thus matched filtering is applied across K coherent pulses for both range
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Figure 4.2: Images of a recorded single pulse for a linear frequency modulated
waveform before and after the communications waveform mitigation step for the SIC
process. Both the radar and communications waveform appear in the composite
waveform shown in (a). The resulting waveform of the communications waveform
mitigation step is shown in (b). The communications waveform residual is very small
which produces a high resolution radar return.
and Doppler hypotheses. Elements of the range-Doppler matrix, A ∈ CM×K , are
computed as
{A}m,k = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
{xlfm}∗n+m {z}n exp
(−j 2 pi k n
N
)
, (4.3)
where N is the integration length, m ∈ {−M, . . . ,M} is the range index, k ∈
{−K
2
, . . . , K
2
− 1}, denotes the Doppler index, and xlfm denotes the transmitted radar
waveform. A coarse estimate of the Doppler and range indices of the target is{
mˆ, kˆ
}
= arg max
m, k
{A}m,k (4.4)
This process is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Higher resolution range and Doppler estimates are produced using sinc interpola-
tion techniques within the range-Doppler bin:
{A}i,j =
I∑
i=−I
J∑
j=−J
{A}mˆ,kˆ sinc2
(
mˆ− i∆m
∆m
,
kˆ − j∆k
∆k
)
, (4.5)
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Figure 4.3: Pulse-Doppler processing is used to obtain coarse Doppler and range es-
timates of the target. The coarse target estimate is computed by performing matched
filtering across both delay and frequency. The indices of the maximum value for delay
and frequency correspond to the coarse estimate of the relative range and Doppler.
Interpolation techniques are then applied in order to obtain better estimation resolu-
tion.
where sinc2
1 denotes the two dimensional sinc function, ∆m and ∆k denotes the
interpolated spacing factors for range and Doppler, {A}i,j denotes the row/column
element pair of the interpolated range-Doppler bin matrix, {I, J} ∈ Z denote the
integer number of bins around the maximum value to interpolate. The final range
and range-rate estimates are computed by choosing the maximum within the new
matrix as follows
{ˆi, jˆ} = arg max
i,j
{A}i,j (4.6)
Rˆ =
iˆ c
2 fs
(4.7)
ˆ˙R =
(jˆ − j0)λ
2TpriK
(4.8)
where fs (samples/second) is the digital-to-analog converter sampling rate and λ =
c/fc is the wavelength (meters), j0 denotes the zero doppler bin index, and Tpri denotes
the pulse repetition interval.
1sinc2
(
x
∆x ,
y
∆y
)
= sinc
(
x
∆x
)
sinc
(
y
∆y
)
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4.1.3 Kalman Filter Target Tracking
The receiver utilizes the Kalman filter to track the range and range-rate of the
target. The Kalman filter provides a state-space solution to the Wiener problem
[72] — it generates new predictions using previous state estimates based on a physical
model and updates the current state estimates using measurements of these states.
The Kalman filter accomplishes this via the following steps [72]:
• Prediction
sk|k−1 = A sk−1 (4.9)
Pk|k−1 = A Pk−1 AT + Qk−1 (4.10)
• Update
Rk = βRk−1 + (1− β) H Pk|k−1 HT (4.11)
Kk = Pk|k−1 HT (H Pk|k−1 HT + Rk)−1 (4.12)
vk = yk −H sk|k−1 (4.13)
Qk = ηQk−1 + (1− η) (Kk (vk vTk ) Kk) (4.14)
sk = sk|k−1 + Kk vk (4.15)
Pk = Pk|k−1 −Kk (H Pk|k−1 HT + Rk) KTk (4.16)
where the quantity vk is the innovation or measurement residual at time step k, β
and η denote forgetting factors for the measurement and process covariance at time
step k − 1, and Kk is the filter gain (how much the predictions should be corrected)
at time step k. The forgetting factors allow for adaptive adjustment of the initial
error covariance estimates [79].
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4.2 Receiver Architecture Variations
As discussed in Section 3.3, variations of the joint multiple access system imple-
mentations result in different bounds on system performance. For the ISB system,
the transmitters employ a complex phase ramp to shift both the communications and
radar waveforms off of the carrier frequency
xcom;tx =
√
Pcom exp
{
j 2 pi f1
fs
m
}
 xcom (4.17)
xrad;tx =
√
Prad exp
{
j 2 pi f2
fs
m
}
 xrad (4.18)
m =
[
0 1 . . . N − 1
]
, (4.19)
where f1 and f2 denotes the carrier frequency offset for the communications and
radar waveforms and Pcom denotes the transmitted communications waveform power.
The receiver employs a channelizer, which consists of a frequency shift and low pass
filter, to split the received waveform into a communications and radar channel. The
receiver processes these two channels to extract the communications message and
target information independently. The receiver architecture for the ISB system is
illustrated in Figure 4.4 (a).
A similar architecture is employed in the communications WF system. As with
the ISB system, the transmitters employ a complex phase ramp to split the allocated
bandwidth into two sub-bands. The communications transmitter emits a waveform
which consists of the concatenation of two
xcom;tx1 =
√
Pcom;tx1 exp
{
j 2 pi f1
fs
m
}
 xcom1 (4.20)
xcom;tx2 =
√
Pcom;tx2 exp
{
j 2 pi f2
fs
m
}
 xcom2 (4.21)
xcom;tx =
[
xcom;tx1 xcom;tx2
]
, (4.22)
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where xcom;tx1 and xcom;tx2 denote the communications waveforms for the communi-
cations only sub-band and mixed use sub-band. The variables f1 and f2 denote the
frequency offsets for each sub-band. Similarly, the radar transmitter
xrad;tx =
√
Prad exp
{
j 2pi f2
fs
m
}
xrad (4.23)
employs the same frequency shift f2 as the mixed use sub-band communications
waveform xcom;tx2 .
The receiver observes the composite waveform
z = zcom;tx + zrad;tx
= xcom;tx ∗ b + xrad;tx ∗ a + n, (4.24)
which is separated by the channelizer into the mixed use sub-band
zmix = zcom2 + zrad
= xcom2 ∗ b + xrad ∗ a + n (4.25)
and the communications only sub-band
zcom1 = xcom1 ∗ b. (4.26)
The receiver then performs interference free decoding on the communications only
sub-band in Equation (4.26) and employs SIC techniques in the mixed use sub-band
to extract target information from the radar and decode the communications wave-
form. The receiver architecture for the communications WF system is illustrated in
Figure 4.4 (b).
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xˆrad
<latexit sha1_base64="zEld05Y+zr TXPZnfHAvtwCyzSeE=">AAACwXicbVHLahsxFJWnj6Tuy2mX2Qw1gVKKmQmFdh lIFt2UplAnAWswdzR3bGE9BkmTxIhZ9Af6G922n9O/qWY8C8fpBcHh3COOdE5e CW5dkvwdRA8ePnq8t/9k+PTZ8xcvRwevLqyuDcMp00KbqxwsCq5w6rgTeFUZBJ kLvMxXp+3+8hqN5Vp9d+sKMwkLxUvOwAVqPjqkS3CeGn1z7W+bZk4luKWR3kDR zEfjZJJ0E98HaQ/GpJ/z+cHgJy00qyUqxwRYO0uTymUejONMYDOktcUK2AoWOA tQgUSb+e4XTXwUmCIutQlHubhjt294kNauZR6U7SPt7q4l/7trGae1sDsPcOWn zHNV1Q4V2/iXtYidjtuk4oIbZE6sAwBmePhCzJZggLmQ5/Bo28GWnfkd11zrlY O8NT3DkIbBL0HztUIDTpt3noJZSLhtQjoL+r5FQ6rwhmkpQRWbSppZmnlaqwJN W7Dv2slLP06bZkce4urlW5rQYLrb131wcTxJk0n67cP4JOm73CeH5A15S1LykZ yQz+ScTAkjP8gv8pv8iU4jHlWR2UijQX/nNbkzkf8H9T/iLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zEld05Y+zr TXPZnfHAvtwCyzSeE=">AAACwXicbVHLahsxFJWnj6Tuy2mX2Qw1gVKKmQmFdh lIFt2UplAnAWswdzR3bGE9BkmTxIhZ9Af6G922n9O/qWY8C8fpBcHh3COOdE5e CW5dkvwdRA8ePnq8t/9k+PTZ8xcvRwevLqyuDcMp00KbqxwsCq5w6rgTeFUZBJ kLvMxXp+3+8hqN5Vp9d+sKMwkLxUvOwAVqPjqkS3CeGn1z7W+bZk4luKWR3kDR zEfjZJJ0E98HaQ/GpJ/z+cHgJy00qyUqxwRYO0uTymUejONMYDOktcUK2AoWOA tQgUSb+e4XTXwUmCIutQlHubhjt294kNauZR6U7SPt7q4l/7trGae1sDsPcOWn zHNV1Q4V2/iXtYidjtuk4oIbZE6sAwBmePhCzJZggLmQ5/Bo28GWnfkd11zrlY O8NT3DkIbBL0HztUIDTpt3noJZSLhtQjoL+r5FQ6rwhmkpQRWbSppZmnlaqwJN W7Dv2slLP06bZkce4urlW5rQYLrb131wcTxJk0n67cP4JOm73CeH5A15S1LykZ yQz+ScTAkjP8gv8pv8iU4jHlWR2UijQX/nNbkzkf8H9T/iLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zEld05Y+zr TXPZnfHAvtwCyzSeE=">AAACwXicbVHLahsxFJWnj6Tuy2mX2Qw1gVKKmQmFdh lIFt2UplAnAWswdzR3bGE9BkmTxIhZ9Af6G922n9O/qWY8C8fpBcHh3COOdE5e CW5dkvwdRA8ePnq8t/9k+PTZ8xcvRwevLqyuDcMp00KbqxwsCq5w6rgTeFUZBJ kLvMxXp+3+8hqN5Vp9d+sKMwkLxUvOwAVqPjqkS3CeGn1z7W+bZk4luKWR3kDR zEfjZJJ0E98HaQ/GpJ/z+cHgJy00qyUqxwRYO0uTymUejONMYDOktcUK2AoWOA tQgUSb+e4XTXwUmCIutQlHubhjt294kNauZR6U7SPt7q4l/7trGae1sDsPcOWn zHNV1Q4V2/iXtYidjtuk4oIbZE6sAwBmePhCzJZggLmQ5/Bo28GWnfkd11zrlY O8NT3DkIbBL0HztUIDTpt3noJZSLhtQjoL+r5FQ6rwhmkpQRWbSppZmnlaqwJN W7Dv2slLP06bZkce4urlW5rQYLrb131wcTxJk0n67cP4JOm73CeH5A15S1LykZ yQz+ScTAkjP8gv8pv8iU4jHlWR2UijQX/nNbkzkf8H9T/iLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zEld05Y+zr TXPZnfHAvtwCyzSeE=">AAACwXicbVHLahsxFJWnj6Tuy2mX2Qw1gVKKmQmFdh lIFt2UplAnAWswdzR3bGE9BkmTxIhZ9Af6G922n9O/qWY8C8fpBcHh3COOdE5e CW5dkvwdRA8ePnq8t/9k+PTZ8xcvRwevLqyuDcMp00KbqxwsCq5w6rgTeFUZBJ kLvMxXp+3+8hqN5Vp9d+sKMwkLxUvOwAVqPjqkS3CeGn1z7W+bZk4luKWR3kDR zEfjZJJ0E98HaQ/GpJ/z+cHgJy00qyUqxwRYO0uTymUejONMYDOktcUK2AoWOA tQgUSb+e4XTXwUmCIutQlHubhjt294kNauZR6U7SPt7q4l/7trGae1sDsPcOWn zHNV1Q4V2/iXtYidjtuk4oIbZE6sAwBmePhCzJZggLmQ5/Bo28GWnfkd11zrlY O8NT3DkIbBL0HztUIDTpt3noJZSLhtQjoL+r5FQ6rwhmkpQRWbSppZmnlaqwJN W7Dv2slLP06bZkce4urlW5rQYLrb131wcTxJk0n67cP4JOm73CeH5A15S1LykZ yQz+ScTAkjP8gv8pv8iU4jHlWR2UijQX/nNbkzkf8H9T/iLg==</latexit>
xˆcom2
<latexit sha1_base64="cB8lLRbhF/ aLwCnVPmFZbT4anuo=">AAACxXicbVHLattAFB2rr9R9xGmWXVTUBEopRgqFdh lood2UplAnAUuYq9GVLTwPMXPlxAyiq277I92mH9O/6cjWwnF6YeBw7hnOzDlZ JUpLUfS3F9y5e+/+g72H/UePnzzdHxw8O7O6NhzHXAttLjKwKEqFYypJ4EVlEG Qm8DxbfGj350s0ttTqO60qTCXMVFmUHMhT08GLZA7kEqMvl+6qaaYukUBzIx3X cnrsicEwGkXrCW+DuAND1s3p9KD3K8k1ryUq4gKsncRRRakDQyUX2PST2mIFfA EznHioQKJN3fonTXjkmTwstPFHUbhmt284kNauZOaV7Tvt7q4l/7trGdJa2J0H UPE+daWqakLFN/5FLULSYZtWmJcGOYmVB8BN6b8Q8jkY4OQz7R9tO9hibX7DNd N6QZC1ph/Rp2Hwi9d8rdAAafPaJWBmEq4an84sedOifqLw0mcvQeWbWppJnLqk VjmatuRNQVnhhnHT7Mh9XJ18S+MbjHf7ug3OjkdxNIq/vR2eRF2Xe+w5e8lesZ i9YyfsMztlY8bZT/abXbM/wadABhQsN9Kg1905ZDcm+PEPRmfj5w==</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="cB8lLRbhF/ aLwCnVPmFZbT4anuo=">AAACxXicbVHLattAFB2rr9R9xGmWXVTUBEopRgqFdh lood2UplAnAUuYq9GVLTwPMXPlxAyiq277I92mH9O/6cjWwnF6YeBw7hnOzDlZ JUpLUfS3F9y5e+/+g72H/UePnzzdHxw8O7O6NhzHXAttLjKwKEqFYypJ4EVlEG Qm8DxbfGj350s0ttTqO60qTCXMVFmUHMhT08GLZA7kEqMvl+6qaaYukUBzIx3X cnrsicEwGkXrCW+DuAND1s3p9KD3K8k1ryUq4gKsncRRRakDQyUX2PST2mIFfA EznHioQKJN3fonTXjkmTwstPFHUbhmt284kNauZOaV7Tvt7q4l/7trGdJa2J0H UPE+daWqakLFN/5FLULSYZtWmJcGOYmVB8BN6b8Q8jkY4OQz7R9tO9hibX7DNd N6QZC1ph/Rp2Hwi9d8rdAAafPaJWBmEq4an84sedOifqLw0mcvQeWbWppJnLqk VjmatuRNQVnhhnHT7Mh9XJ18S+MbjHf7ug3OjkdxNIq/vR2eRF2Xe+w5e8lesZ i9YyfsMztlY8bZT/abXbM/wadABhQsN9Kg1905ZDcm+PEPRmfj5w==</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="cB8lLRbhF/ aLwCnVPmFZbT4anuo=">AAACxXicbVHLattAFB2rr9R9xGmWXVTUBEopRgqFdh lood2UplAnAUuYq9GVLTwPMXPlxAyiq277I92mH9O/6cjWwnF6YeBw7hnOzDlZ JUpLUfS3F9y5e+/+g72H/UePnzzdHxw8O7O6NhzHXAttLjKwKEqFYypJ4EVlEG Qm8DxbfGj350s0ttTqO60qTCXMVFmUHMhT08GLZA7kEqMvl+6qaaYukUBzIx3X cnrsicEwGkXrCW+DuAND1s3p9KD3K8k1ryUq4gKsncRRRakDQyUX2PST2mIFfA EznHioQKJN3fonTXjkmTwstPFHUbhmt284kNauZOaV7Tvt7q4l/7trGdJa2J0H UPE+daWqakLFN/5FLULSYZtWmJcGOYmVB8BN6b8Q8jkY4OQz7R9tO9hibX7DNd N6QZC1ph/Rp2Hwi9d8rdAAafPaJWBmEq4an84sedOifqLw0mcvQeWbWppJnLqk VjmatuRNQVnhhnHT7Mh9XJ18S+MbjHf7ug3OjkdxNIq/vR2eRF2Xe+w5e8lesZ i9YyfsMztlY8bZT/abXbM/wadABhQsN9Kg1905ZDcm+PEPRmfj5w==</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="cB8lLRbhF/ aLwCnVPmFZbT4anuo=">AAACxXicbVHLattAFB2rr9R9xGmWXVTUBEopRgqFdh lood2UplAnAUuYq9GVLTwPMXPlxAyiq277I92mH9O/6cjWwnF6YeBw7hnOzDlZ JUpLUfS3F9y5e+/+g72H/UePnzzdHxw8O7O6NhzHXAttLjKwKEqFYypJ4EVlEG Qm8DxbfGj350s0ttTqO60qTCXMVFmUHMhT08GLZA7kEqMvl+6qaaYukUBzIx3X cnrsicEwGkXrCW+DuAND1s3p9KD3K8k1ryUq4gKsncRRRakDQyUX2PST2mIFfA EznHioQKJN3fonTXjkmTwstPFHUbhmt284kNauZOaV7Tvt7q4l/7trGdJa2J0H UPE+daWqakLFN/5FLULSYZtWmJcGOYmVB8BN6b8Q8jkY4OQz7R9tO9hibX7DNd N6QZC1ph/Rp2Hwi9d8rdAAafPaJWBmEq4an84sedOifqLw0mcvQeWbWppJnLqk VjmatuRNQVnhhnHT7Mh9XJ18S+MbjHf7ug3OjkdxNIq/vR2eRF2Xe+w5e8lesZ i9YyfsMztlY8bZT/abXbM/wadABhQsN9Kg1905ZDcm+PEPRmfj5w==</latexi t>
zmix
<latexit sha1_base64="sbHSbmrdIn scgRoA7W2Z1SmDv+g=">AAACu3icbVFda9RAFJ2NX3X92io++RJcCiKyJCLYl0 JBH3wRK7htYROWm9mb7bjzEWZu2q5D/oL/wVf9Rf4bJ2ketlsvBA7nnuHcnFNU UjhKkr+D6NbtO3fv7dwfPnj46PGT0e7TY2dqy3HKjTT2tACHUmickiCJp5VFUI XEk2L1od2fnKN1wuhvtK4wV7DUohQcKFDz0fPMmotz/6OZZwrozCqvxGUzH42T SdJNfBOkPRizfo7mu4Of2cLwWqEmLsG5WZpUlHuwJLjEZpjVDivgK1jiLEANCl 3uu/ubeC8wi7g0Nnya4o7dfOFBObdWRVC2R7rtXUv+d9cyZIx0WwdQuZ97oaua UPMr/7KWMZm4zSheCIuc5DoA4FaEX4j5GVjgFJIc7m06uLIzv+ZaGLMiKFrTjx jSsPg5aL5UaIGMfe0zsEsFl01IZ5m9adEw03jBjVKgF75rpJmluc9qvUDbVuu7 dorSj9Om2ZKHuHr5hiY0mG73dRMcv52kyST9+m58mPRd7rAX7CV7xVL2nh2yT+ yITRlnnv1iv9mf6CDi0fdIXkmjQf/mGbs2Uf0PRYffeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sbHSbmrdIn scgRoA7W2Z1SmDv+g=">AAACu3icbVFda9RAFJ2NX3X92io++RJcCiKyJCLYl0 JBH3wRK7htYROWm9mb7bjzEWZu2q5D/oL/wVf9Rf4bJ2ketlsvBA7nnuHcnFNU UjhKkr+D6NbtO3fv7dwfPnj46PGT0e7TY2dqy3HKjTT2tACHUmickiCJp5VFUI XEk2L1od2fnKN1wuhvtK4wV7DUohQcKFDz0fPMmotz/6OZZwrozCqvxGUzH42T SdJNfBOkPRizfo7mu4Of2cLwWqEmLsG5WZpUlHuwJLjEZpjVDivgK1jiLEANCl 3uu/ubeC8wi7g0Nnya4o7dfOFBObdWRVC2R7rtXUv+d9cyZIx0WwdQuZ97oaua UPMr/7KWMZm4zSheCIuc5DoA4FaEX4j5GVjgFJIc7m06uLIzv+ZaGLMiKFrTjx jSsPg5aL5UaIGMfe0zsEsFl01IZ5m9adEw03jBjVKgF75rpJmluc9qvUDbVuu7 dorSj9Om2ZKHuHr5hiY0mG73dRMcv52kyST9+m58mPRd7rAX7CV7xVL2nh2yT+ yITRlnnv1iv9mf6CDi0fdIXkmjQf/mGbs2Uf0PRYffeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sbHSbmrdIn scgRoA7W2Z1SmDv+g=">AAACu3icbVFda9RAFJ2NX3X92io++RJcCiKyJCLYl0 JBH3wRK7htYROWm9mb7bjzEWZu2q5D/oL/wVf9Rf4bJ2ketlsvBA7nnuHcnFNU UjhKkr+D6NbtO3fv7dwfPnj46PGT0e7TY2dqy3HKjTT2tACHUmickiCJp5VFUI XEk2L1od2fnKN1wuhvtK4wV7DUohQcKFDz0fPMmotz/6OZZwrozCqvxGUzH42T SdJNfBOkPRizfo7mu4Of2cLwWqEmLsG5WZpUlHuwJLjEZpjVDivgK1jiLEANCl 3uu/ubeC8wi7g0Nnya4o7dfOFBObdWRVC2R7rtXUv+d9cyZIx0WwdQuZ97oaua UPMr/7KWMZm4zSheCIuc5DoA4FaEX4j5GVjgFJIc7m06uLIzv+ZaGLMiKFrTjx jSsPg5aL5UaIGMfe0zsEsFl01IZ5m9adEw03jBjVKgF75rpJmluc9qvUDbVuu7 dorSj9Om2ZKHuHr5hiY0mG73dRMcv52kyST9+m58mPRd7rAX7CV7xVL2nh2yT+ yITRlnnv1iv9mf6CDi0fdIXkmjQf/mGbs2Uf0PRYffeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sbHSbmrdIn scgRoA7W2Z1SmDv+g=">AAACu3icbVFda9RAFJ2NX3X92io++RJcCiKyJCLYl0 JBH3wRK7htYROWm9mb7bjzEWZu2q5D/oL/wVf9Rf4bJ2ketlsvBA7nnuHcnFNU UjhKkr+D6NbtO3fv7dwfPnj46PGT0e7TY2dqy3HKjTT2tACHUmickiCJp5VFUI XEk2L1od2fnKN1wuhvtK4wV7DUohQcKFDz0fPMmotz/6OZZwrozCqvxGUzH42T SdJNfBOkPRizfo7mu4Of2cLwWqEmLsG5WZpUlHuwJLjEZpjVDivgK1jiLEANCl 3uu/ubeC8wi7g0Nnya4o7dfOFBObdWRVC2R7rtXUv+d9cyZIx0WwdQuZ97oaua UPMr/7KWMZm4zSheCIuc5DoA4FaEX4j5GVjgFJIc7m06uLIzv+ZaGLMiKFrTjx jSsPg5aL5UaIGMfe0zsEsFl01IZ5m9adEw03jBjVKgF75rpJmluc9qvUDbVuu7 dorSj9Om2ZKHuHr5hiY0mG73dRMcv52kyST9+m58mPRd7rAX7CV7xVL2nh2yT+ yITRlnnv1iv9mf6CDi0fdIXkmjQf/mGbs2Uf0PRYffeg==</latexit>
zcom1
<latexit sha1_ba se64="jwvBasD1HeXtOMDufmoOZ22r3 /E=">AAACvXicbVHLbtQwFPWER8vwms KCBZuIUSWE0ChBSHRHJViwQRSJaStNo ujGuZla40dkOx0Gy7/AT7CFD+JvcNIs plOuZOno3GMd+5yy4czYJPk7im7dvnN 3b//e+P6Dh48eTw6enBrVaopzqrjS5y UY5Ezi3DLL8bzRCKLkeFauPnT7s0vUh in5zW4azAUsJasZBRuoYvIs02p96X74 IhNgL7RwVIki9cVkmsySfuKbIB3AlAx zUhyMfmaVoq1AaSkHYxZp0tjcgbaMcv TjrDXYAF3BEhcBShBoctf/wMeHganiW ulwpI17dvuGA2HMRpRB2T3T7O468r+7 jrFKcbPzAFsf5Y7JprUo6ZV/3fLYqrh LKa6YRmr5JgCgmoUvxPQCNFAbshwfbj uYuje/5loqtbJQdqYfMaSh8XPQfGlQg 1X6lctALwV89yGdZfa6Q+NM4jpEL0BW ru/EL9LcZa2sUHflur6fsnbT1PsdeYh rkG9pQoPpbl83wembWZrM0q9vp8fJ0O U+eU5ekJckJe/IMflETsicUOLJL/Kb/ IneRxjxSF5Jo9Fw5ym5NtH6H8Yv4A8= </latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="jwvBasD1HeXtOMDufmoOZ22r3 /E=">AAACvXicbVHLbtQwFPWER8vwms KCBZuIUSWE0ChBSHRHJViwQRSJaStNo ujGuZla40dkOx0Gy7/AT7CFD+JvcNIs plOuZOno3GMd+5yy4czYJPk7im7dvnN 3b//e+P6Dh48eTw6enBrVaopzqrjS5y UY5Ezi3DLL8bzRCKLkeFauPnT7s0vUh in5zW4azAUsJasZBRuoYvIs02p96X74 IhNgL7RwVIki9cVkmsySfuKbIB3AlAx zUhyMfmaVoq1AaSkHYxZp0tjcgbaMcv TjrDXYAF3BEhcBShBoctf/wMeHganiW ulwpI17dvuGA2HMRpRB2T3T7O468r+7 jrFKcbPzAFsf5Y7JprUo6ZV/3fLYqrh LKa6YRmr5JgCgmoUvxPQCNFAbshwfbj uYuje/5loqtbJQdqYfMaSh8XPQfGlQg 1X6lctALwV89yGdZfa6Q+NM4jpEL0BW ru/EL9LcZa2sUHflur6fsnbT1PsdeYh rkG9pQoPpbl83wembWZrM0q9vp8fJ0O U+eU5ekJckJe/IMflETsicUOLJL/Kb/ IneRxjxSF5Jo9Fw5ym5NtH6H8Yv4A8= </latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="jwvBasD1HeXtOMDufmoOZ22r3 /E=">AAACvXicbVHLbtQwFPWER8vwms KCBZuIUSWE0ChBSHRHJViwQRSJaStNo ujGuZla40dkOx0Gy7/AT7CFD+JvcNIs plOuZOno3GMd+5yy4czYJPk7im7dvnN 3b//e+P6Dh48eTw6enBrVaopzqrjS5y UY5Ezi3DLL8bzRCKLkeFauPnT7s0vUh in5zW4azAUsJasZBRuoYvIs02p96X74 IhNgL7RwVIki9cVkmsySfuKbIB3AlAx zUhyMfmaVoq1AaSkHYxZp0tjcgbaMcv TjrDXYAF3BEhcBShBoctf/wMeHganiW ulwpI17dvuGA2HMRpRB2T3T7O468r+7 jrFKcbPzAFsf5Y7JprUo6ZV/3fLYqrh LKa6YRmr5JgCgmoUvxPQCNFAbshwfbj uYuje/5loqtbJQdqYfMaSh8XPQfGlQg 1X6lctALwV89yGdZfa6Q+NM4jpEL0BW ru/EL9LcZa2sUHflur6fsnbT1PsdeYh rkG9pQoPpbl83wembWZrM0q9vp8fJ0O U+eU5ekJckJe/IMflETsicUOLJL/Kb/ IneRxjxSF5Jo9Fw5ym5NtH6H8Yv4A8= </latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="jwvBasD1HeXtOMDufmoOZ22r3 /E=">AAACvXicbVHLbtQwFPWER8vwms KCBZuIUSWE0ChBSHRHJViwQRSJaStNo ujGuZla40dkOx0Gy7/AT7CFD+JvcNIs plOuZOno3GMd+5yy4czYJPk7im7dvnN 3b//e+P6Dh48eTw6enBrVaopzqrjS5y UY5Ezi3DLL8bzRCKLkeFauPnT7s0vUh in5zW4azAUsJasZBRuoYvIs02p96X74 IhNgL7RwVIki9cVkmsySfuKbIB3AlAx zUhyMfmaVoq1AaSkHYxZp0tjcgbaMcv TjrDXYAF3BEhcBShBoctf/wMeHganiW ulwpI17dvuGA2HMRpRB2T3T7O468r+7 jrFKcbPzAFsf5Y7JprUo6ZV/3fLYqrh LKa6YRmr5JgCgmoUvxPQCNFAbshwfbj uYuje/5loqtbJQdqYfMaSh8XPQfGlQg 1X6lctALwV89yGdZfa6Q+NM4jpEL0BW ru/EL9LcZa2sUHflur6fsnbT1PsdeYh rkG9pQoPpbl83wembWZrM0q9vp8fJ0O U+eU5ekJckJe/IMflETsicUOLJL/Kb/ IneRxjxSF5Jo9Fw5ym5NtH6H8Yv4A8= </latexit>
(b)
Figure 4.4: Receiver architectures for the ISB and communications WF scenarios.
The transmitters employ a complex phase ramp to shift both the communications
and radar waveforms off of the carrier frequency into the respective sub-bands. The
receiver employs a channelizer to split the waveforms into sub-channels that are pro-
cessed independently.
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Chapter 5
OVER-THE-AIR EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, the performance of the joint multiple access receiver architectures
discussed in Chapter 4 are examined via over-the-air experiments. An overview of the
experiments including a description of the waveforms, network testbed, and various
parameters used in the experiments are presented. Further, a discussion of the results
for each experiment is presented.
5.1 Experiment Overview
In the experiments, a variant of the joint multiple access system topology is imple-
mented using a network of three software defined radio nodes. Two nodes function as
independent radar and communications transmitters and emit different waveforms.
The third node functions as a joint sensing and communications receiver designed
using the signal processing techniques discussed in Section 4.1. The joint sensing and
communications receiver along with the radar transmitter is considered to be quasi-
monostatic: the transceivers are slightly separated, but still appear to be at the same
location as viewed from the target. The system topology is depicted in Figure 5.1.
5.1.1 Communications and Radar Target Waveforms
The communications waveform design process begins with a binary message se-
quence. The message can be anything from a pseudorandom binary noise sequence or
simple ASCII text message downconverted to a binary stream. The message bits are
encoded using a forward error correction code. Block or convolutional codes are both
acceptable and the code length can be arbitrary. For scenarios with very dispersive
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the multiple input, single output (MISO) joint multiple
access system topology implemented in the experiments. One user transmits radar
waveform pulses, while a second user transmits communications waveform packets. A
third user processes the radar return and received communications waveform jointly.
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Figure 5.2: The block diagram for two methods of the communications waveform
generation process. (a) For very dispersive channels, a long message (∼ 100 kbits) is
utilized in order to generate a long error correcting code to combat channel effects.
(b) In this work, a communications waveform is constructed from a small number (∼
15 kbits) of message bits. This is primarily done in order to generate a one-for-one
calculation of the estimation and communications rate.
environments, such as the one considered in Reference [78, 80], a long error correc-
tion code (relative to the expected delay spread of the channel) should be utilized to
combat the channel effects. For much less dispersive channels, the code length should
be long enough to provide high throughput at the receiver. In this scenario, turbo
coding [81] is employed. To increase robustness, block interleaving is performed on
the encoded bit sequence.
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In the event that a longer code is used, the encoded bit sequence is partitioned into
packets. Any number of packets can be used. In general, however, it makes processing
easier if the number of packets is chosen to be evenly divisible by the number of
bits within the encoded bit sequence. Quadrature phase-shift keying modulation is
employed to modulate the encoded packets. A Kasami spreading sequence is applied
to the QPSK symbol packets. The error correction code rate is fixed, so the spreading
sequence allows for intelligent data rate control at the receiver. For example, if the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured at the receiver is below some specified threshold,
the receiver can instruct the the transmitter to increase the spreading factor. The
feedback between the receiver and transmitter is accomplished via a low data rate
feedback communications link.
Before pulse-shaping, binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated pilot and suf-
fix symbols are concatenated to each packet. The final transmission waveform is
achieved by filtering each symbol packet with a root-raised-cosine pulse-shaping fil-
ter. The resulting waveform is upsampled by some specified factor. A block diagram
representation of the communications waveform construction for a long and short
code length is shown in Figure 5.2.
A target response is emulated at the receiver by encoding a time delay and carrier
frequency shift of a predefined target path into the transmission waveform. The base
waveform is a linear frequency-modulated (LFM) chirp of the form
{xlfm}n = exp
{
j pi B n2
Tchirp
}
for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (5.1)
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which is then encoded with a range and Doppler offset to obtain the final transmission
waveform
{xrad}n = {xlfm}n−nR exp
{
j 4 pi R˙ fs (n− nR)
λ
}
, (5.2)
= A exp
{
j pi B (n− nR)2
Tchirp fs
2 +
j 4pi R˙ (n− nR)
λ fs
}
, (5.3)
nR = round
(
2Rfs
c
)
(5.4)
where Tchirp denotes the chirp duration, A denotes the amplitude, nR denotes the
discrete time delay index for the associated range value. The low-power nature of
the target return is emulated by restricting the DAC output amplitude of the target
transmitter to a value that produces a low SNR value at the receiver.
5.1.2 The WISCA SDR Network
The Center for Wireless Information Systems and Computational Architectures
(WISCA) SDR Network is a suite of distributed network transceivers which users
can develop and test advanced radar and wireless communications protocols. Each
transceiver node in the network utilizes Ettus ResearchTM USRP technology. The low-
level command and control software utilizes the USRP hardware driver (UHD). To
provide users with a highly configurable and flexible application programming inter-
face, baseband processing is performed within the industry standard MATLAB® algorithm
development environment. As part of the implementation, low-level hardware and
data management is handled automatically in the background. This decreases de-
velopment time by allowing users to focus their efforts on the design and testing of
algorithms. An example of the MATLAB® API is shown in Figure 5.4 (b).
The network utilizes a control/edge node structure. A single control node provides
system management interface for the user. Further, the control node is responsible
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Figure 5.3: Spectrum plots of the (a) Linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp
waveform and (b) encoded QPSK waveform used in the experiments. Each waveform
was approximately 10 MHz bandwidth. In-phase and quadrature diagrams for (c)
the LFM chirp waveform and (d) the encoded QPSK waveform.
for distributing and executing a user’s MATLAB® code, as well as collecting data
from each edge node once the program ends. The edge nodes primary responsibility
is executing the user’s code via the customized MATLAB® USRP application pro-
gramming interface (API). Each node in the network is synchronized via a GPS signal
reference broadcast from a GPS repeater installed in the laboratory. The concept of
operations for the network is shown in Figure 5.6.
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(a)
%------------------WISCA SDR -N API ------------------
%Initial USRP and set parameters.
setusrp(radio , ant , subdev , ref , wirefmt , num_samps ,
sample_rate , freq , rx_gain , tx_gain , setup_time);
%---------------------------------------------------
%Transmit data from tx buffer based on time stamp.
tx_usrp(start_time , tx_buff);
%---------------------------------------------------
% Receive onto rx buffer based on time stamp.
rx_buff = rx_usrp(start_time);
%---------------------------------------------------
% Terminate radio object.
terminate_usrp ();
%---------------------------------------------------
(b)
Figure 5.4: Image of the radios and laboratory environment used in the experiments.
The system was implemented using the WISCA SDR Network described in [43]. A
three user joint multiple access topology was implemented. Each radio node consisted
of an Ettus ResearchTM universal software radio peripheral (USRP) B-210 transceiver.
(b) The MATLAB API contains four simple functions that allow the user to interact
with each USRP device.
For sophisticated radio protocols, MATLAB® cannot often keep up with the re-
quired computational time needed to realize such algorithms. To bypass this limi-
tation, the network transmits and receives data in discrete pulses and implements
the user-specified processing chain in MATLAB® between pulses. This emulates
continuous-time systems, but allows the processing to be done discontinuously be-
tween pulses. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The processing time between
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Figure 5.5: The network mimics real time operation by using discontinuous MAT-
LAB processing and transmit/receive cycles. During a transmit/receive cycle, the
USRP devices transmit or receive data, while MATLAB remains idle. During a
processing cycle, the radios stop transmitting/receiving and the MATLAB script
processes the data.
pulses is variable and is configurable by the user. An illustration of this processing
concept is shown in Figure 5.5 (a).
5.1.3 Experiment Parameters
A pseudorandom sequence of 15 Kbits was generated for the communications
message with a total of 200 messages transmitted for the duration of the experiment
After turbo encoding, the length of each message increased to 75018 bits. QPSK
modulation was then applied reducing the message size to 37509 symbols. A Kasami
sequence with spreading factor of 2 was applied (in symbol domain) to each message
resulting in 37509 chips per message. A sequence 128 PN BPSK pilot symbols were
prepended to each chip packet. Also, a sequence of 128 one bits are appended to
each message. Finally, the message is upsampled by 2 and filtered with a RRC pulse
shaping filter bringing the total number of chips per message to 75530.
The LFM chirp duration was approximately 18µs and the bandwidth is varied
based on the split factor α. The duration and bandwidth were chosen such that the
environment was narrowband. A total of 23300 chirp waveforms were transmitted.
Further, the target revisit time of the radar node is fixed to T = 47.5 milliseconds.
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Figure 5.6: Concept of operations for the WISCA SDR Network. The network
consists of distributed transceivers connected via ethernet from a control node. The
control node distributes a user’s MATLAB® code to a specified number of transceivers
(edge nodes) which then execute the code on over-the-air data. Each node in the
network is synchronized by a GPS reference signal broadcast from a GPS repeater
connected to a GPS antenna located outdoors.
A scenario is considered where a target moves along a circular path of diameter
150 m centered at a fixed distance of 5 km from both the radar transmitter and joint
radar and communications receiver. Additionally, the target is assumed to move
with a constant velocity of 100 m/s. The true target range and range-rate states are
generated via the equations for uniform circular motion [82]R
R˙
 =
R0
0
+
cos (ω n) + sin (ω n) 0
0 cos (ω n)− sin (ω n)

r
v
 (5.5)
where ω = v/r is the angular velocity, r denotes the radius of the circular path, v
denotes the constant linear velocity of the target, and R0 denotes the fixed offset
distance of the target from the receiver. These states are then encoded into the LFM
chirp waveform as described in Equations (5.2) to (5.4).
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The initial state vector is drawn from a Gaussian distribution x0 ∼ N (m0,P0)
where mean, m0, and covariance P0 are set using estimates obtained during the radar
search mode1. The receiver also initializes the measurement and process covariance
matrices R0 and Q0, and then adaptively updates these estimates by utilizing the
Kalman filtering algorithm discussed in Section 4.1.3. We summarize the values used
in each experiment to initialize Kalman filter below:
R0 =
1 0
0 1
 , P0 =
1000 0
0 50
 , (5.6)
Q0 =
3.6× 10−5 1.1× 10−3
1.1× 10−3 47.5× 10−3
 .
The environment was relatively clutter free, other than the interference intro-
duced by the communications waveform, thus the emulated radar return is corrupted
mostly by thermal noise. The joint radar and communications node processes one
complete coherent processing interval (CPI) of radar waveform and one packet of the
communications waveform simultaneously.
Three Ettus ResearchTM USRP B-210 transceiver radio nodes were utilized to
implement the joint multiple access system topology. Each node was equipped with
a vertically polarized (824 - 960 MHz and 1710 - 1990 MHz) quad-band cellular/PCS
and ISM band omni-directional 3 dBi antenna. Further, each node was tuned to 900
MHz carrier frequency with 20 MSPS complex sampling rate and each radio node
was synchronized via GPS. The communications and radar transmitter gains were
set to 50 dB. The joint sensing and communications receiver gain was set to 40 dB.
A summary of the experimental USRP B-210 parameters is presented in Table 5.1.
1Search mode operation is mimicked by adding Gaussian random noise to the initial true track
position.
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Table 5.1: Joint Multiple Access System Topology Experimental Parameters
Target Parameters
v - Linear velocity 100 m/s
r - Path Radius 150 m
R0 - Initial radial distance 5000 m
qk - Target process noise {50, 25}
Radar Parameters
fpulse - Pulse repetition frequency 10 kHz
D - Pulse duty cycle 0.3
K - Coherent processing interval 64
T - Target revisit time 47.5 ms
Communications Parameters
Modulation Encoded QPSK
Rsym - Symbol rate 1/2
KSF - Spreading factor 2
Nmsg - Total Message Bits 15× 103
Waveform Amplitude A = {0.6, 0.8}
USRP B-210 Parameters
fc - Carrier frequency 900 MHz
fs - DAC sampling rate 20 MSPS
BFIR - Onboard FIR filter bandwidth 35 MHz
Antenna Gain 3 dBi
UHD TX Gain 50 dB
UHD RX Gain 40 dB
Onboard FIR filter bandwidth 20 MHz
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Figure 5.7: The two dimensional target path considered in this work. The radar
location (not shown) is set at x = 0 and y = 0. The initial start point for each path is
5 km (radial distance) away from the radar position. The target moves in a circular
path of radius 150 m with a constant velocity of 100 m/s
5.2 Experimental Results
In Section 5.2, the multiple access channel (MAC) bound, SIC operating point, the
isolated sub-band (ISB) bound, and the communications water-filling (WF) bound
are generated. These bounds are generated by computing the average communica-
tions and estimate rate over 200 radar and communications waveform pulses. For
each communications waveform pulse, 100 radar waveform pulses are transmitted.
The blending ratio α for the experiments are approximate and referenced to 18 MHz
of the 20 MHz receiver bandwidth to allow for filter rolloff at the edges. Finally,
two communications waveform amplitude values A = {0.6, 0.8} and process noise
intensities qk = {25, 50} are considered to examine the impact on the ISB and com-
munications WF performance bounds.
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5.2.1 Experimental Performance Metrics
The communications rate for each pulse is the ratio of non-redundant to redundant
information successfully decoded at the receiver:
Rcom =
fs Nbits
NencRsym KSF Lup
, (5.7)
where Nbits ∈ {0, . . . , Nmsg} denotes the number of message bits that the receiver
correctly decodes, Rsym denotes the symbol rate, Lup denotes the upsampling fac-
tor of the pulse shaping filter, and Nenc denotes the number of encoded bits. The
communications rate can be altered by adjusting the number of message bits (Nbits),
spreading factor (KSF) of the Kasami sequence, or the upsampling factor (Lup). The
estimation rate for each pulse is computed via Equation (3.15) using the Kalman fil-
ter estimates of the measurement prediction covariance (Sk) and measurement noise
covariance (Rk). The experimental bounds are shown in Figure 5.9.
5.2.2 Multiple Access Channel Bound
The multiple access channel bound is generated by calculating the communica-
tions channel capacity in Equation (5.7) with no radar operation, and computing the
experimental radar estimation rate without communications transmitter operation.
The horizontal and vertical intersection of these two points represent the best case, yet
unachievable, performance for a mixed use channel. The average measured commu-
nications rate was approximately 4.4 Mbits/s for the communications only scenario,
which is approximately half of the theoretical communications rate. The average
measured estimation rate was approximately 27 bits/s for the radar only scenario.
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For reference, the theoretical communications rate in Equation (3.4) is also re-
ported. The receiver estimates the instantaneous receive SNR via
SNR ≈ zt Ps z
†
t
zt z
†
t − zt Ps z†t
, (5.8)
Ps = S
† (S S†)−1 S (5.9)
S =
[
s(δ0) s(δ1) . . . s(δL-1)
]T
, (5.10)
where T denotes the non-Hermitian transpose, Ps denotes the orthogonal projection
of matrix S, and zt ∈ C1×Nt denotes the Nt received training symbols. The rows of
matrix S ∈ CL×N consist of known training symbols at delays {δ0, δ1, . . . , δL−1}. The
measured communications rate operates well below the theoretical rate due to the
limited number of bits used in the message. This gap can be bridged by encoding a
longer message bit stream, which increases the amount of non-redundant information
sent over the channel. However, doing this also increases the buffer size needed to
process the waveform.
5.2.3 SIC Operating Point
The SIC operating point is generated by computing the estimation and commu-
nication rates while the radar and communications nodes are operating in the same
spectrum at the same time. The relative bandwidth of each waveform is 18 MHz.
The average communications rate decreases (compared to the communications only
scenario) to approximately 2.6 Mbits/s for A = 0.6 and q0 = 50 and 2.9 Mbits/s
for A = 0.8 and q0 = 25. This decrease occurs because residual power from radar
suppression is large enough to introduce some errors in the communications waveform
decoding process, which degrades the communications channel estimate.
The estimation rate remained the same as when the radar operates in isolation.
Even with the residual power from the communications waveform present, the ISNR
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of the radar waveform was large enough for the Kalman filter to produce accurate
estimates. To get a sense of the Kalman filter performance within the mixed environ-
ment, a plot the true range and range-rate for the circular target path along with the
associated measurements and Kalman filter predictions is presented in Figure 5.10.
Overall, the Kalman filter tracks the range and range-rate of the targets very
well. The step like structure in the range estimates occurs as a result of the rounding
operation of Equation (5.4) during the the radar target emulation process. Note that
these tracks were generated using a wide spread in the initial prediction covariance,
P0, as a result errors in early tracks are larger. The amount of spread in the prediction
covariance affects the amount of time it takes the Kalman filter to adapt, and thus
affects the estimation rate.
5.2.4 Isolated Sub-Band and Communications Water-Filling
To generate the ISB and communications WF bounds, the bandwidth is split by
applying a complex phase ramp to shift the waveforms off of the 900 Mhz carrier
frequency of both transmitters. In the ISB case one sub-band is communications
only and the other is radar only. In the communications WF case, one sub-band is
communications-only and the other is mixed use.
In the experiments, blending ratios of α ≈ {0, 0.2, 0.5, 1} were considered, where
α denotes the relative portion of the bandwidth allocated to the communications
waveform and 1 − α denotes the relative portion allocated to the radar waveform.
These values are approximate due to the inexact nature of the pulse shaping filter. In
the communications WF case, the communications transmitter sends two messages
containing 7.5×103 message bits in each band when a mixed-use sub-band is utilized.
The communications rate is computed by summing the average respective rates in
each band, that is RISB,WF = R1 +R2, where R1 and R2 denote the rates for first and
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Table 5.2: Performance Summary of ISB and WF for (a) A = 0.6 and q0 = 50 and
(b) A = 0.8 and q0 = 25.
Split
Factor
(α)
Communications
Rate (Mbits/s)
Estimation
Rate (bits/s)
ISB WF ISB WF
0 0 2.6 27 27
0.2 1 3 25.2 24.6
0.5 2 3.3 22.5 21.3
1 4.4 4.4 0 0
(a)
Split
Factor
(α)
Communications
Rate (Mbits/s)
Estimation
Rate (bits/s)
ISB WF ISB WF
0 0 2.9 27 27
0.2 1.8 3.5 26.2 25.8
0.5 2.5 3.8 23.5 23.2
1 4.4 4.4 0 0
(b)
second sub-band. The blending ratios and corresponding average communications
and estimation rates for the different parameter sets are summarized in Table 5.2.
The system achieves a maximum communications rate of 4.4 Mbits/s for both the
ISB and WF implementations with α ≈ 1. As α is decreased the amount of bandwidth
allocated to radar operation is increased. As a result, an increase in estimation rate is
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observed because the radar is able to produce more stable and accurate measurements
due to higher ISNR.
A maximum estimation rate of 27 bits/s was observed for both the ISB and WF
implementations. However, the best joint performance occurs in the WF implementa-
tion because we are able to utilize the entire allocated bandwidth efficiently for both
radar and communications.
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Figure 5.8: Received spectrum for ISB and communications WF system for different
α values. For the ISB system (a) α ≈ 0.2 the communications bandwidth is reduced
enabling more bandwidth to be allocated to radar operation. For the ISB system in
(b) α ≈ 0.5 the bandwidth allocations for both radar and communications are the
same. For communications WF system (c) α ≈ 1 the the entire bandwidth is utilized
for mixed use.
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Figure 5.9: Average experimental bounds on joint sensing and communications per-
formance for (a) A = 0.6 and qk = 50 and (b) A = 0.8 and qk = 25. The points plotted
above are calculated by averaging over 200 communications and estimation rate val-
ues. Each implementation considered operates below the theoretical communications
rate — calculated from SNR estimates at the receiver. For the isolated sub-band (ISB)
and water-filling (WF) implementations, blending ratios of α ≈ {0, 0.2, 0.5, 1} are
used. The communications WF approach achieves the best overall joint performance
because the entire bandwidth is utilized for both communications and radar. As the
communications waveform amplitude is increased a corresponding increase in com-
munications rate is observed. A similar effect is observed for the estimation rate when
the process noise is decreased.
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Figure 5.10: (b) Comparison of Kalman filter predictions, range/range-rate esti-
mates, and true range/range-rate values for the emulated target path.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY
In this work significant background and analysis of the UAS-to-ground commu-
nications channel was presented. Models were developed for residential and moun-
tainous desert environments using empirical data. In each scenario, a small consumer
grade UAS (< 20 kg) flying at an altitude of less than 130 meters transmitted a
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulated waveform. A stationary basesta-
tion was used to capture the transmitted data. The UAS transmitter as well as the
receiver base station utilized software defined radio (SDR) technology.The Kullback-
Leibler divergence measure was employed to validate the models. Using this measure,
the models were determined to provide a good representation of the underlying root
mean square (RMS) delay spread probability and cumulative distributions.
In addition to the UAS-to-ground communications channel, significant background
and analysis of joint sensing and communications system architectures were discussed.
In particular, co-design architectures for the joint multiple access system, isolated sub-
band (ISB) system, and communications waterfilling (WF) system were presented.
Each architecture was implemented using a suite of networked SDRs and the system
performance was analyzed.
In the experiments, two nodes functioned as independent radar and communica-
tions transmitters. The third node functioned as a joint sensing and communications
receiver that simultaneously processed the independent waveforms emitted from the
transmitters. The performance of each system was characterized using the communi-
cations rate capacity and estimation information rate metrics. Further, bounds on the
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performance were examined and the feasibility of the algorithms used in constructing
a joint multiple access receiver were demonstrated.
6.1 Future Work
6.1.1 UAS Air-to-Ground Wireless Channel Modeling
There are a number of future directions that this work can go. One direction is
to characterize and model the UAS air-to-ground channel in more environments. A
more dense urban-like area is a prime candidate for collecting new measurements. As
well as, some over water environments.
Another avenue of future work is to improve some of the measurement instru-
mentation on the UAS. For example, a more reliable GPS source will be included
in future measurement campaigns. The drop outs in the iPhone GPS measurements
made it difficult to provide a more detailed path-loss analysis. Further investigation
will be done to determine cause of the large variance from the linear fit.
Finally, future measurement and modeling should incorporate more frequency
ranges. These results can then be compared to the models presented in this work.
A mobile base station can also be including in further characterizations of the UAS
air-to-ground channel.
6.1.2 Joint Sensing and Communications Architectures
The intention of this work was to provide a proof of concept demonstration of
various co-design architectures, as well as characterize its performance via over-the-air
experiments. The structure of the architectures provide researchers with a template
for constructing and gauging the performance of new joint sensing and communication
systems. Further, the architecture lends itself well to modification and improvement
based on the specific user’s needs.
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While this early demonstration shows significant promise, we do acknowledge
that this work has limitations. In particular, the experiments were carried out in
laboratory conditions which does not exhibit the type of dispersion seen in real-
world channels. Further, the target response emulation method and assumptions
made about the target are often atypical of what is observed in real-world tracking
scenarios.
The plan is to address these issues in future work. Furthermore, we plan to
explore more complex network topologies, as well as improve upon the robustness of
the algorithms.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF ACRONYMS
86
BPSK binary phase-shift keying
DARPA The Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency
ISB isolated sub-band
LFM linear frequency-modulated
LoS line-of-sight
MAC multiple access channel
OFDM orthogonal frequency-division mul-
tiplexing
QPSK quadrature phase-shift keying
RF radio frequency
SDR Software-defined radio
SIC successive interference cancellation
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
UAS unmanned aerial system
WF water-filling
WISCA Center for Wireless Information
Systems and Computational Archi-
tectures
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